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COLLEGE READINESS CURRICULUM 
Introduction 
Unfortunately, first-generation and/or low-income students and their parents experience 
many obstacles to accessing higher education.  First-generation college students are at a 
disadvantage when it comes to attaining higher education because of lack of knowledge and 
understanding of college terms, personal commitment, and familial support both financially and 
personally (Filkins & Doyle, 2002).  Also, first-generation and/or low-income students are at a 
disadvantage in terms of overall college readiness and attendance, and students from less 
privileged families are less likely to attend postsecondary education (Schoon & Parsons, 2002).  
These findings are of concern as roughly 30% of the incoming freshman in the United States are 
first-generation and/or low-income students (Ramsey & Peale, 2010).  Additionally, the cost of 
college has increased by 91% since 1978 (Brewer & McMahan, 2005).  Thus, low-income 
students also face many financial barriers.  Sadly, many students and their parents lack the 
necessary skills, resources, and training needed to perform effective postsecondary planning 
(Wimberly & Noeth, 2005).   
The rising cost of education coupled with the lack of resources presents many challenges 
to first-generation and/or low-income students when accessing higher education.  In today’s 
society, individuals with little or no education beyond high school find this detrimental to their 
overall financial success as many jobs now require employees to have some postsecondary 
education (Wimberly & Noeth, 2005).  The U.S. Census Bureau found that the more education 
an individual receives the more income they can expect to earn across a lifetime (Brewer & 
McMahan Landers, 2005).  Ultimately, receiving a college education is increasingly imperative 
for social and economic success (Byrd & MacDonald, 2005) for anyone especially first-
generation and/or low-income students. 
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In an effort to address these needs, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Economic 
Opportunity Act in 1964.  In turn, the Economic Opportunity Act gave rise to the Office of 
Economic Opportunity and its Special Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds 
or TRIO as it is known today.  This led to the passing of the Higher Education Act of 1965 that 
provided funding to pre-college preparatory programs known as Upward Bound and Talent 
Search.  These programs specifically target first-generation and/or low-income students 
providing them with intensive and specific instruction on college readiness.  Today, there are 
eight different types of TRIO programs in all 50 states. 
Currently, Iowa State University has four TRIO programs including Talent Search.  The 
Talent Search program serves over 1,000 students in five school districts throughout central 
Iowa.  Eligible students are able to enter the program in seventh grade and continue until high 
school graduation.  However, as it is currently being delivered, there are limitations to the 
program.  Each advisor has control of their own curriculum which lacks both influences of 
Positive Youth Development and evidence-based information and also lacks relevance to the 
needs of first-generation and/or low-income youth in Iowa.  Therefore, in order to address these 
needs, a set of activities was developed to close this gap and infuse Positive Youth Development 
into the TRIO program at Iowa State University.  These activities were developed for two 
different grades (eighth and 12th) focusing particularly on financial literacy. 
Literature Review Outline 
Positive Youth Development 
In the last decade, a positive, strength-based approach to supporting at-risk adolescents 
has become increasingly popular with youth professionals as opposed to the outdated deficit 
approach that viewed youth as broken or incapable (Lerner et al., 2005).  This strength-based 
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approach to designing and guiding programs and services for children and youth is called 
Positive Youth Development.  Anyon and Jenson (2014) state that Positive Youth Development 
emphasizes the relationship between young people’s strengths and resources and their ability to 
develop into healthy adults.  At the core of Positive Youth Development is the sense of 
responsibility, connectedness, and positive values (Anyon & Jenson, 2014).  Anyon and Jenson 
(2014) state that Positive Youth Development strategies focus on identifying youth strengths, 
engaging youth through these strengths, working with youth as collaborators, and connecting 
with resources in their environments.   
Hamilton et al. (2004) state that the best way to solve problems is to build on strengths.  
This approach focuses on resiliency in youth.  Resiliency helps children adapt and respond to 
adversity, cope with major problems, and ultimately succeed despite disadvantages in life (Dent 
& Cameron, 2003).  Edwards et al. (2007) describe these risks as poverty, divorce, death in the 
family, and an incarcerated parent.  “While risk refers to a child’s susceptibility to adversity, 
resilience reveals a child’s capacity to retain equilibrium after encountering substantial 
adversity” (Edwards et al., 2007 p. 33).  These children cope with these negative life 
circumstances and are able to grow from these disadvantages (Dent & Cameron, 2003).  Thus, 
Positive Youth Development emphasizes positive characteristics that serve as protective factors 
for at-risk children (Sesma et al., 2013). 
In an effort to identify these positive characteristics, researchers from the Search Institute 
have designed the Developmental Assets framework (Benson et al., 2011).  The Developmental 
Assets are environmental and intrapersonal strengths to help improve students’ lives (Benson, 
2003).  The first 20 Assets are related to settings and personal relationships while the second half 
are attributes of young people (Hamilton et al., 2004).  The research indicates that “the more of 
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these Assets young people have, the less likely they are to engage in risky behaviors…and the 
more likely they are to engage in positive behaviors” (Scales & Leffert, 1999 p. 7).   
These Developmental Assets along with Positive Youth Development’s “Five Cs” 
includes knowledge and skills that enable a young person to become a successful adult.  These 
“Five Cs” create a summation of human qualities youth development professionals wish to 
promote: Competence, Character, Connection, Confidence and Contribution (also known as 
Caring or Compassion) (Geldhof et al., 2015).  Competence includes knowledge and skills; 
Character includes what makes a person do what is just and right; Connection includes 
relationships with peers and adults; Confidence includes the youth’s assuredness, and 
Contribution includes giving back to others (Hamilton et al., 2004).  Geldhof et al. (2015) state 
the “Five Cs” briefly summarize the goals of Positive Youth Development and the concept of 
youth’s strengths and resources to be developed.   
College Readiness 
Low-income potential first-generation college students experience many disadvantages 
and would benefit from Positive Youth Development models.  Traditionally, first-generation 
students possess weaker cognitive skills, obtain lower degrees, spend a longer time in college, 
and receive less support from family than their traditional peers (Filkins & Doyle, 2002).  The 40 
Developmental Assets along with the “Five Cs” model can create the framework for assisting 
low-income potential first-generation college students with the resiliency needed to be college 
ready. 
Conley (2007) defined college readiness as: 
“the level of preparation a student needs in order to enroll and succeed – without 
remediation - in a credit-bearing general education course at a postsecondary institution 
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that offers a baccalaureate degree or transfer to a baccalaureate program.  Succeed is 
defined as completing entry-level courses at a level of understanding and proficiency that 
makes it possible for the student to consider taking the next course in the sequence of the 
next level of course in the subset area.” 
Thus, the college-ready student is not only able to understand course content but also able to 
apply information to real world applications.  However, Conley did not stop there.  First, the 
college-ready student must be admitted and financially ready for college.   
Conley (2007) found that there are four keys to college readiness: cognition, content, 
learning skills and techniques, and transition (transition to college) knowledge and skills.  
Transition skills includes understanding admissions requirements along with tuition and financial 
aid costs.  Conley (2007) said the most important is for students to understand the college 
admissions process and financial aid options.  Wimberly and Noeth (2005) found that parents 
and students have only a vague understanding of admissions requirements, college planning, and 
college costs.   
Much of the research focuses on the importance of college-specific financial literacy 
education for the success of college-ready students.  Byrd and MacDonald (2000) interviewed 
current college students, and many of their testimonies included concerns about financial aid; 
however, the lack of finances should not hinder a student from seeking a college degree.  In 
addition, financial aid options are often unknown and misunderstood until deadlines have already 
passed (Conley, 2007).  The U.S. Department of Education says that parents often do not know 
how to properly calculate the costs of college.  Thus, they overestimate the cost of attendance 
and are unable to find proper financial aid to supplement these costs.  In addition, they are 
unaware of the various forms of financial aid offered such as grants, loans, work-study, pre-paid 
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tuition plans, and tax credits (Wimberly & Noeth (2005).  Most parents believe that college is the 
best investment they can make for their children, so developing a plan to pay for college is 
essential in preparing for higher education (Wimberly & Noeth, 2005) as financial aid plays a 
major role in college-readiness.  Indeed, an effective program provides students with the 
opportunity to gain college knowledge on preparing for and paying for college and financial aid 
(Barnett et al., 2012).   
Methods 
As the TRIO advisor for the Iowa State University Educational Talent Search program 
for two years, I was using the existing curriculum developed by staff members who have been in 
their positions for over 20 years.  After using this outdated curriculum, it was clear to me that the 
lessons lacked updated information, active participation of students, and information relevant to 
the population needs of the program.  First, I discovered that the curriculum topics were 
unorganized and not arranged according to the development of students and timeline for college 
deadlines.  So, I created a spreadsheet by grade and relevant topics.  I then used this spreadsheet 
to determine if there were current lessons that needed to be updated or developed.  This led to the 
majority of lessons having to be created from scratch.  These two grades, eighth and 12th, were 
selected because of their importance on transitioning to new educational levels.  As students 
prepare for ninth grade, they need to be aware of certain topics that affect their entire high school 
career.  Likewise, preparing for their first year in college, students have multiple deadlines to 
meet in order to be successful.   
Prior to updating and developing lessons, I reviewed academic publications, PsycINFO, 
ERIC, Google Scholar, and Iowa State University library articles regarding college readiness 
topics such as admission requirements and financial aid along with curriculum specifically 
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designed for low-income and potential first-generation college students.  The goal was to yield 
information regarding the specific needs of these populations.  Next, I used search engines to 
determine if there were any current college preparatory curricula being used in other programs.  
Finally, I spoke with other advisors of TRIO programs and colleagues from around the state 
regarding their curriculums and topics they used.   
Results 
Three lessons for each grade, eighth and 12th, were created incorporating hands-on 
activities.  Hands-on activities are proven to create a larger impact on students’ ability to retain 
information and have fun while learning (Iowa State University, 2013; Alban et al., 2014).  
These two grades were selected because of their importance in transitioning to the next academic 
level.  As students enter ninth grade, they begin to accumulate cumulative grade point averages 
and take more written tests; unfortunately, they are often unprepared for these demands in high 
school.  Likewise, students in 12th grade are preparing to meet the deadlines of college 
admissions, financial aid, and scholarship requirements which can affect their ability to attend 
college.  The end goal would be to create a binder for all students served in the program seventh 
through 12th grades that includes materials and resources on various topics of college readiness.  
That is, students receive handouts (including the ones I created for this creative component) at 
each meeting and put them into their binders so that the information is all in one place and 
available to both students and parents/guardians.  
This curriculum looks different from previous lessons because it is developmentally 
appropriate for each grade level (as discussed below).  It includes Iowa-specific college readiness 
content, and it specifically targets low-income and potential first-generation college students.  
This detailed curriculum focuses heavily on understanding complex college jargon, deadlines, 
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and financial literacy that is often foreign for students whose parents have never attended college 
and/or are low-income. The development of the lessons follows two research-based approaches 
to curriculum development: Backward Design and the Experiential Learning Model.  Backward 
Design begins with what students should learn and provides them with the resources to gather 
this information on their own.  The Experiential Learning Model states that for students to be 
able to apply what they have learned, they must reflect on the activity. Ideally, these results will 
better prepare TRIO students for higher education. 
Eighth Grade Curriculum 
After identifying the college readiness needs of students, it was clear that college 
preparatory instruction needs to start in middle school (Wimberly & Noeth, 2005).  The 
transition from middle school to high school can be scary; thus, it is important to prepare 
students for the classes that they need to take while in high school in order to meet admission 
requirements for higher education.  In addition, financial literacy lessons need to play an 
important role in the middle school curriculum which includes vocabulary and processing.  
Finally, research states that middle school students should begin to develop budgeting skills 
which are useful for both personal development as well as college readiness (Alban et al., 2014). 
The eighth-grade curriculum includes eight class meetings; for the purpose of this creative 
component, three of those class activities are described below.  
Regents admissions index. 
Sharing Iowa specific college admission information with students is important as all 
three state schools in Iowa use the Regents Admissions Index (RAI).  The Iowa Board of 
Regents oversees the three state schools in Iowa: Iowa State University, University of Iowa, and 
University of Northern Iowa.  These three universities share the largest college student 
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population in the state of Iowa.  To determine admissibility, the RAI is figured using the 
student’s percentile class rank, ACT composite score, and cumulative Grade Point Average 
(GPA) along with the number of RAI-approved high school courses.  One cannot discuss 
admissibility without explaining class rank, ACT composite sore, GPA, and RAI-approved high 
school courses.  Before entering high school, students should understand the importance of GPA 
on admissibility and how to properly calculate it.  Thus, I created The GPA Game where students 
draw 14 cards with a letter grade on each which corresponds with a class on a scorecard (see 
Appendix A).  Next, students use those letter grades to calculate their two semester GPAs and a 
cumulative GPA.  Then, students take their cumulative GPA along with their paired Class Rank, 
Core Courses, and ACT score card and use the RAI formula online to determine their 
admissibility to Iowa State University, University of Iowa, and/or University of Northern Iowa.  
Finally, students can use their corresponding RAI-approved high school course list to determine 
their class schedule for the next four years.  Utilizing the Experiential Learning Model, students 
physically calculate their GPA and RAI scores, describe the process to the class, and reflect on 
the importance of GPA and their ability to be accepted to higher education.  Upon completion of 
this module utilizing Backward Design, students understand the various aspects involving 
admissibility to colleges/universities in Iowa, can demonstrate their ability to calculate their 
GPA, and realize how it impacts their admissibility.   
Financial aid game. 
Financial literacy also plays an important role in preparing students for college.  Financial 
literacy includes but is not limited to scholarships, grants, and loans; however, the Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is the most critical in the scope of college 
readiness.  In order for students and their parents to fully understand the actual cost of attendance 
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for higher education, students need to understand the various aspects of financial aid such as the 
FAFSA, grants, scholarships, and loans.  This topic can become tedious, so a hands-on activity is 
best to use to keep students’ interest focused on the topic (Alban et al., 2014).  Thus, I created 
The Financial Aid Game.  To play the Financial Aid Game (see Appendix B) students use an 
Estimated Family Contribution (EFC) quick reference chart to calculate their own EFC – the 
most crucial part of the FAFSA process.  Next, students determine a major.  If they want to 
participate in work study, they use their admissibility information from the previous activity.  In 
an effort to show the differences among total costs for higher education, students choose a 
community college, public university, and private college and calculate tuition and fees along 
with room and board from a condensed chart of all Iowa colleges and universities.  This chart 
was adapted and condensed from a complete book of facts detailing Iowa colleges and 
universities.  Students then use their EFC to see what Federal and State Grant Aid they may be 
eligible for at each type of institution - community college, private college/university and public 
university.  I have contacted every college and university in the state of Iowa, documented their 
requirements for institutional scholarships, listed their institutional aid, and noted specific 
requirements, and this information is disseminated to the students next.  After that, students use 
their compiled information to see what scholarships they can be awarded at their corresponding 
colleges.  Students then use this information to determine any unmet expenses necessary to 
attend the colleges or universities they chose.  They continue working in their booklets 
completing various easy-to-navigate tables (see Appendix B).  Finally, students decide if they 
need to borrow any federal student loans.  Upon completion of this module using Backward 
Design, students now understand the various aspects of financial aid and are equipped to apply 
for financial aid.  Using the information on the costs of various colleges and the youth’s specific 
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financial aid package, they can reflect on the differences among community colleges, public 
universities, and private colleges, and the factors that help or hinder their cost of attendance, 
financial aid packages, and federal student aid at these institutions.   
While this activity is complex, it scaffolds information from the previous activity while 
providing enough information for students to walk through the complexities of the financial aid 
process.  This activity utilizes both the Backward Design and Experiential Learning Models as 
students physically apply and calculate their own scholarship monies while reflecting on this 
complicated process at every step.  Even though this activity is geared toward eighth graders, it 
could also be implemented at the beginning of the students’ junior year as well.  
Career pay day game. 
Finally, an additional module of financial literacy connecting various careers with 
monthly income and expenses that focuses on budgeting is introduced in middle school.  The 
Career Pay Day Game (see Appendix C) allows students to select their desired career and 
calculate their monthly bills.  First, each student chooses a Career Card.  These Career Cards 
contain information from the Federal Bureau of Labor and Statistics on education needed, salary, 
outlook, career cluster and short description of the career.  Second, students use this information 
to determine their monthly and biweekly paycheck.  Third, students draw a card with HIGH, 
MEDIUM, or LOW on it which corresponds to a certain bill with a HIGH, MEDIUM, or LOW 
amount.  Students continue this process until every monthly item is paid.  Lastly, students answer 
reflection questions regarding the impact of salary on monthly expenses, fixed and variable 
expenses, and needs and wants.  At the end of this activity, students are able to properly budget 
their monthly expenses and discover ways to reduce their expenses.  This activity is rooted in the 
Experiential Learning Model as students keep track of a monthly budget, reflect on their current 
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monthly expenses, and connect key learning to their real-life budgets.  In the end, students are 
able to keep financial records, save money, and understand how their career/degree choice 
influences their money income. 
12th Grade Curriculum 
 The senior year is critical in preparing youth for higher education.  Students need to be 
ready to meet financial aid, admissions, and scholarship deadlines.  Most of this program’s 
previous curriculum contained handouts that provided only general information and did not 
include in-depth vocabulary, Iowa-specific information, or activities that would encourage 
students to use their own tools to make decisions regarding college selection, financial aid award 
letters, and student loan debt.  It also did not include any handouts that could be used to help 
educate parents as they prepare their child for college. 
 Financial aid handouts. 
 One of the most challenging aspects of this module was determining where to start.  So 
many aspects encompass financial aid, such as: Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA), Federal Student Aid Identification (FSA) ID, College Selection, and Scholarships.  It 
is vitally important to provide clear, concise information on these topics that is carefully 
structured to appeal to low-income potential first-generation college students.  As seen in 
Appendix D, students first receive a checklist followed with a timeline so they are able to stay 
organized during this process.  Many of the items on the checklist are provided free to students 
through the program.  As Federal Student Aid deadlines are in early fall, students receive 
handouts on the various financial aid terms along with a FSA ID sheet that parents and students 
can save.  After students and parents complete their FSA ID sheet, they are able to complete the 
FAFSA.  This is a complicated yet extremely important process, so I developed a comprehensive 
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guide that takes families through these steps.  After Federal Student Aid deadlines, colleges have 
their own application deadlines.  Then a worksheet is presented to help students narrow their 
intended college choices.  In this worksheet, students evaluate the various factors that can impact 
their college success.  After that, students receive a college application tracking sheet where they 
monitor their progress in completing college applications.  In addition, scholarship deadlines 
begin to come due, so I created handouts on scholarship searches and essays to help students 
locate as much additional aid as possible.  In particular, a help sheet for the All Iowa Opportunity 
Scholarship, an Iowa TRIO specific scholarship for students, was needed.  As students are 
applying for multiple scholarships at once, I also devised a scholarship tracking sheet, so 
students do not miss any particular requirements.  Finally, there is information on letters of 
recommendation so students can be actively looking for the best recommenders to help complete 
their financial aid process.  While the financial aid process can be very complicated, providing a 
structured, sequential flow of information from FAFSA, to college applications, to scholarship 
worksheets can lessen the stress on students and their families as they navigate these deadlines.  
As with the previous modules, this one is also rooted in Backward Design.  Careful thought was 
given to what is truly important for students to achieve.  First, students are presented the tools 
and resources to correctly fill out and submit their FSA ID and FAFSA.  Second, students meet 
college application deadlines by completing admission requirements.  Third, students apply for 
and receive additional scholarship monies to support college costs.  Through this module 
students complete the FAFSA and college applications; thus, connecting their personal 
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 Breaking down cost of attendance. 
 As students understand the complexities of financial aid, it is imperative that they factor 
in the cost of attendance into their college decision-making process.  I created a worksheet in 
which students identify all the factors that go into the cost of attending an institution of higher 
learning.  Then, students prioritize their aid and brainstorm ways they can cut college costs.  This 
activity helps students think about specific ideas that they can implement to save money either in 
high school or college to reduce their student loan debt (see Appendix E).  Breaking Down Cost 
of Attendance uses the Experiential Learning Model by having students calculate their specific 
cost of attendance by adding up their institutional scholarships, grants, outside scholarships, 
family contribution, work-study or job and loans.  Then, students reflect on this information by 
brainstorming ways for them to save money in college.  By the end of this module, students are 
more able to estimate all the various financial aid affecting their cost of attendance and ways 
they can reduce their student debt.   
 Comparing award letters. 
 Building on financial aid handouts and cost of attendance, students will be accepted to 
various colleges/universities and receive an award letter.  For those students not accepted to their 
university of choice, most community colleges accept all students, and they will be encouraged 
to start there.  Award letters begin to arrive in February and March which outline students’ 
institutional scholarships and federal student aid monies.  Each college or university has its own 
format for outlining this information.  Unfortunately, there is not a standard, easily navigable 
template that is used by all colleges and universities.  These layouts can be difficult to read, 
resulting in confusion between scholarships and loans offered to the student, so I designed an 
activity that has students calculate various award letters and determine their actual cost of 
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attendance (see Appendix F).  After practicing how to properly calculate college costs, students 
calculate their own specific award letter through a handout that helps them organize their various 
forms of aid through an easy-to-read table.  To encompass all aspects of award letters, students 
figure their student loan amounts at this time as well.  Next, students decide how much, if any, 
they will need to borrow in student loan debt.  They then use that information to calculate their 
monthly repayments and brainstorm ways to repay their student loans faster.  The Comparing 
Award Letters module is an excellent example of utilizing the Experiential Learning Model: Do, 
Reflect, Apply.  First, students review two different award letters containing missing and 
complex financial aid information.  Then, students use this information to calculate their 
hypothetical Cost of Attendance and Financial Aid package.  After that, they answer reflection 
questions where they identify themes, problems and opportunities.  Finally, students are given an 
easy-to-read handout that organizes their award letter information for them so they can properly 
calculate their total financial resources for college.  Upon completion of this module, students 
know how to calculate their award letter, understand federal student loan options, and how to 
repay their student loans before their last payment through the utilization of Backward Design.   
Conclusion 
 The goal of the TRIO ETS program is not just to be admitted to higher education but also 
to graduate and become gainfully employed.  This goal and the goal of Positive Youth 
Development are intertwined.  The goal of fostering productive adults is accomplished through 
developing resiliency of the 40 Developmental Assets and Positive Youth Development’s “Five 
C’s”: Competence, Character, Connection, Confidence, and Contribution.  Most importantly, the 
Developmental Asset of High expectations is naturally placed on students by the TRIO program.  
The main mission of meeting admission and scholarship requirements and being admitted to 
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higher education meets this Developmental Asset.  In addition, the structure of the TRIO 
program - having an adult mentor who meets with groups of students once a month for over 50 
meetings throughout the course of six years - develops many of the 40 Developmental Assets.  
These Assets include: Other adult relationships, Adult role models, Positive peer influence, and 
Youth programs.  Students attend meetings facilitated by an advisor engaged in positive 
development with groups of like-minded peers all interested in attending college.  This 
environment automatically creates one of the “Five C’s”, Connection.  This positive environment 
creates relationships with peers and adults that foster Positive Youth Development.  However, 
each individual module further builds on these Assets supporting a deeper connection to Positive 
Youth Development. 
 The eighth grade curriculum supports many of the 40 Developmental Assets.  The 
Regents Admissions Index module is a perfect example of the Developmental Asset, Planning 
and decision making.  Students are able to look toward their future and see how their academic 
success in ninth grade affects their ability to get admitted to higher education through grade point 
average, course selection, and class rank.  This leads to further Developmental Assets of 
Achievement Motivation, School Engagement, and Homework.  One of the “Five C’s”, 
Competence is present as students actively compute their own GPA and RAI scores.  The 
Financial Aid Game module fosters both Competence and Confidence as students determine 
their financial burden for college.  In addition, students develop Personal power, Sense of 
purpose, and Positive view of personal future as they discover what financial aid they will 
receive to make their college dreams a reality.  The Career Pay Day Game module develops 
Competence and Confidence in students as they take control to make the right budget decisions.  
Students become adept in Responsibility, Planning and decision-making, and Personal power as 
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they learn how their career, education, and life choices affect their monthly budget.  Thus, the 
eighth-grade curriculum fosters many Developmental Assets and two of the “Five C’s”. 
 The 12th grade curriculum also fosters a myriad of the 40 Developmental Assets while 
maintaining Competence and Confidence of the “Five C’s”.  Achievement Motivation, School 
Engagement, Homework, Responsibility, Planning and decision making, Personal power, Self-
esteem, Sense of power, and Positive view of personal future are all present in the three modules.  
These modules have been specifically structured to incorporate specific Assets and empower 
students to take control of their future through guided lessons.  The modules, Financial Aid 
Handouts, Breaking Down Cost of Attendance, and Comparing Award Letters all focus on using 
examples and activities to guide students through a step-by-step process of the various aspects of 
preparing for college. 
By connecting Positive Youth Development to this college readiness curriculum, 
potential first-generation and/or low-income TRIO students are fully equipped to face the 
challenges of higher education.  Understanding the obstacles that these students face in terms of 
preparing for college is essential in developing an appropriate curriculum.  After developing 
three lessons for two different grade levels, it is clear that new, innovative curriculum that is 
intentional in Positive Youth Development and specific for potential first-generation low-income 
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If not, what would you do differently or change?___________________________________________ 
 
Grading Point Scale 
A+ A A- B+ B  B- C+ C C- D+  D D- F 
             
Report Card for:  
Class Semester 1 Semester 2 
 
Letter 
Grade Point Value 
Letter 
Grade Point Value 
English     
Math     
Science     
Social Studies     
Foreign Language     
P.E.     
Elective     
GPA    
Cumulative GPA  
Calculating SEMESTER Grade Point Average: 
Assign the point value to each grade received, and then divide by the number of grades 
received.  
Calculating CUMULATIVE Grade Point Average: 
Add all of your grades together and divide by the total number of grades received.  In this 
instance, you can add the two GPAs from each semester and divide by two. 
Determining Admissibility 
GPA is an important part of the admission’s process for colleges; but your GPA is not the 
only factor they consider to determine if you are admissible.  Below are the factors that the 
3 Regent Universities (ISU, UNI, Iowa) use to determine if a student will be offered admission:  
 
Cumulative GPA Class Rank Core Courses ACT Score RAI Score 
     
Would your student receive an offer of admission to the state universities? 
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Calculating Your RAI  
 
 
RAI Calculator: You can get to the RAI calculator if you Google: RAI Score.  If you would 
rather type it in, here is the link:   
http://www.iowaregents.edu/institutions/higher-education-links/regent-admission-index/ 
 
Class Rank:  This can be found on your transcript.  Enter your position in your high 
school graduating class and then the number of students in your class.  
 
ACT composite score:  This score will be between 0-36.  If you have taken it multiple 
times, use your best score.  This score may also be found on your transcript or on your 
ACT.org account.  
 
Grade-point average: Enter your high school grade-point average and scale (MHS 
uses a 4.0 scale). Make sure you are using your Cumulative GPA, which can be found 
at the top and center of your transcript. 
 
RAI-approved high school courses: refer to the handout RAI Core Course List to 
determine which of your courses qualify to be counted toward the RAI formula.      
 
Primary RAI Formula 
(for students whose high school provides class rank) 
 
(1 x Percentile class rank) 
+  
(2 x ACT composite score) 
+  
(20 x Cumulative GPA) 
+  
(5 x Number of years of RAI-approved high school courses completed in the core subject areas) 
 
= RAI score 
245 
In order to automatically be offered admission to Iowa State 
University, University of Iowa, and University of Northern Iowa, 
students must achieve a score of 245 or higher in addition to 
meeting the minimum course requirements. 
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Time for a check-up! Doing a self-check-up before you get to your senior year allows you 
time to get some things in order to make sure you are a qualified applicant for the 
scholarships and colleges to which you plan to apply. Now, put your information in to see 
how close to the minimum RAI score of 245 needed for an offer of admission.   
 
RAI Formula  Freshman year 
ACT Score  




 +  
Class Rank 
(1 x percentile class rank) 
Position in Class   
Total number of 




Cumulative GPA : 
 
 Grade Point Average 
(20 x Cumulative GPA) 
 
On a scale of:  4.0 
+ 




RAI Approved Core Courses 
(5 x Core Courses) 
 
 Score:                    /245 
 
 
As a freshman, you will not take the ACT until your junior year.   Since all four 
components of the RAI formula are important, take this time to evaluate your 
plan for the rest of your freshman year and consider the courses you will take 
during your sophomore, junior and senior years.   
At this time, you won’t have a score that is close to the 245 but be intentional 
with the rest of your time in high school; use it to get that score as high as 
possible (It could result in scholarship money!) and create a plan that will help 
you make the cut.   
✓ ACT: You will take during your junior year  
✓ You class rank is based on your GPA, so in order to improve your class rank you must 
improve your GPA.  Be realistic about your current grades, what is your goal for your 
first semester GPA? _______________ 
✓ Pack your schedule with core courses and make sure you have taken or included 
these courses in your future class schedule: 
4 years of English English 9 English 10 English 11 English 12 
3 Years of Social Studies American History 1 American History 2 World History 
3 years of Math- must 
include: 
Algebra 1 Algebra 2 Geometry 
3 years of Science-  
at least 2 out of the following: 
Biology Chemistry Physics Other: 
2 years of a single foreign 
language: ______________ 
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Review the 2018 RAI-approved Core Course List and place the classes that you will take in 
their corresponding year.  Then make sure you add them all up to understand how these 










































Total number of years of RAI-approved courses:   
 x5 
Points toward RAI score:  
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Core Courses Core Courses 
Core Courses Core Courses 
Core Courses Core Courses 
Core Courses Core Courses 
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Class Rank Class Rank 
Class Rank Class Rank 
Class Rank Class Rank 
Class Rank Class Rank 
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1 out of 100 25 out of 150 
15 out of 250 180 out of 200 
100 out of 200 50 out of 200 








 The Financial Aid Game  
 
Use the EFC Reference Chart to determine your EFC Number:        
     
Use the List of Majors to determine your Major:          
 
Draw a Work Study Card (only if you want):          
 
Draw Cards for:  GPA:     ACT Score:    Class Rank:     
 
Check All That Apply 
 
Ethnic Origin: 
_____ American Indian 
_____ Asian 
_____ Black or African American 
_____ Hispanic or Latino 








Are you a TRIO Member? 
_____ Yes 
_____ No 
Are you a First-Generation College Student 















Tuition & Fees  
 
  
+ Room & Board  
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EFC Number:      
 
Based on your EFC, which of the following federal and state grants could you receive? 
 
TYPE OF GRANT 
 
If EFC is between   
$0 - 3000 
 
If EFC is between 
$3500 - 6000 
 
If EFC is between 
$6500 - above 
 
Federal Pell Grant $6,095 $2,545 $0 
Federal SEOG $2,000 $1,000 $0 
Iowa Tuition Grant (This 
is given 
ONLY to Iowa students who 
are 
attending a PRIVATE FOUR-
YEAR 







Iowa Vocational – 
Technical Grant (Enrolled 
in 3+ credits in a voc-
tech/career program at a 







*Iowa National Guard 
Educational Assistance 
Grant (Member of Iowa Army 









* Only use the Iowa National Guard Educational Assistance Grant if you are planning to join 
the National Guard. 
 






Federal Pell Grant  (same) (same) 
+ Federal SEOG  (same) (same) 
+ Iowa Tuition Grant    
+ Iowa Vocational 
Technical Grant 
   
+ Iowa National Guard 
Educational Assistance 
Grant 





(only if planning to join 
National Guard) 
(only if planning to join 
National Guard) 
= Total Grants    
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Based on your major, academics, and personal characteristics for what Scholarships do you 
qualify at the colleges you choose? 
 
 
A) Community College Scholarships 
 
1.      $      3.     $        
 
2.      $      4.      $   
 
Community College Scholarship Amount:      
 
B) Public University Scholarships 
 
1.      $      3.     $        
 
2.      $      4.      $   
 
Public University Scholarship Amount:      
 
C) Private College Scholarships 
 
1.      $      3.     $        
 
2.      $      4.      $   
 
Private College Scholarship Amount:      
 
Add up your Expenses along with your Resources 
 








Tuition & Fees    
Room & Board    
Total Cost    
Resources 
Page 2 Grants    
Page 3 + Scholarship    
Page 1 + Work Study    
 = Total Resources    
 Total Cost    
 - Total Resources    
 = Unmet Expenses    
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 Name Community College 
 
 
Public University Private College 
 Unmet Expenses    
 
Based on your EFC, follow the chart below to determine the amount of dollars in loans you 
may receive. 
 
TYPE OF LOAN 
 
 
Federal Subsidized Stafford 
Loan 
$3,500 $3,500 




Add up your Loan money from above: 
 
Name Community College Public University Private College 
Unmet Expenses    
- Total Loan Amount    
= Unmet Expenses    
 
Based on the cost of the college that you have left to pay, would you attend Community 
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The Financial Aid Game 
Federal EFC Quick Reference Table 
 Number of Children in Home 
Parents’ Income 1 2 3 4 or more 
$30,000 $1,000 $0 $0 $0 
$40,000 $2,000 $1,500 $1,000 $0 
$50,000 $4,000 $3,000 $2,000 $1,000 
$60,000 $6,000 $4,500 $3,000 $2,000 
$70,000 $8,000 $6,000 $4,000 $3,000 
$80,000 $10,000 $7,500 $5,000 $4,000 
$90,000 $12,000 $9,000 $6,000 $5,000 
$100,000 $14,000 $10,500 $7,000 $6,000 
$110,000 + $16,000 $12,000 $8,000 $7,000 
 
Federal Pell Grant eligible for $6,095 
Federal Pell Grant eligible for $2,545 
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Financial Aid Game – List of Majors
Undecided - Agricultural and Life Sciences 
Undecided - Business 
Undecided - Design 
Undecided - Engineering 
Undecided - Human Sciences 
Undecided - Liberal Arts and Sciences 




Agriculture and Life Sciences Exploration 




Apparel, Merchandising, and Design 
Architecture 








Child, Adult and Family Services 
Civil Engineering 
Communication Studies 




Criminal Justice Studies 
Culinary Food Science 
Dance (Performing Arts) 
Design - Fashion (Apparel, Merchandising, 
and Design) 
Diet and Exercise 
Dietetics 










Family & Consumer Sciences Education 
and Studies 
Fashion Merchandising (Apparel 
Merchandising, Design, and Production) 
Finance 
Financial Counseling and Planning 





Global Resource Systems 
Graphic Design 
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Journalism and Mass Communication 
Landscape Architecture 






























Supply Chain Management 
Technical Communication 
Theatre (Performing Arts) 
Veterinary Medicine 
Women's and Gender Studies 
World Languages and Cultures: French 
World Languages and Cultures: German 






























Area C C 
Ankeny, Iowa 
$4,530 $9,390 
Ellsworth C C 
Iowa Falls, Iowa 
$3,912 $2,850 










Fort Dodge, Iowa 
$5340 $6,750 
Iowa 



















Iowa Tech  
C C 
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Private (Non-Profit) 
College/University 












































































































Physical Plant—Garbage Collection 
$1,800 
 






Rec Center—Laundry Room 
$1,300 
 
Baseball Team Manager 
$1,600 
 
Business Office—Accts. Payable 
$1,600 
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Student Union—Snack Bar 
$1,500 
 






Horticulture Dept.—Student Worker 
$1,500 
 
Admissions Office—Tour Guide 
$1,300 
 






Vet College—Lab Tech 
$1,700 
 
Talent Search Office—Filer 
$1,500 
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Briar Cliff University 
Presidential Scholarship 3.75 GPA, 26 ACT  
STEM Scholarship 3.2 GPA, 22 ACT  
Multicultural Scholarship 2.75 GPA, 20 ACT $2,000 
Art and Music Scholarships   
 
Central College 
Academic Scholarships 3.0 GPA, 20 ACT 
3.25 GPA, 23 ACT 
3.5 GPA, 28 ACT 





Additional Scholarships Art, Community Service, Computer 
Science, Creative Writing, 
Entrepreneurship, French, German, 
Ministry and Mission, Music, Physics, 
Spanish, Sustainability, Theatre 
$500 - $1,500 
Music Major Scholarship Majoring in Music $3,000 - $5,000 
Diversity Awards Brings diversity of campus $1,000 - $3,000 
 
Coe College 
Williston Jones Scholarship Academic Excellence Full tuition 
Trustee Academic Excellence $19000 – 22000 
Presidential Academic Excellence $15000 – 17500 
Dean’s Academic Excellence $11, 000 – 14,000  
Legacy/Sibling Award Child or Grandchild of Alumni 
Sibling attending or graduate of Coe 
$1,000 
$500 
National Merit Scholar NMS Finalist or Semi-finalist $500 - 1,000 
Diversity Leadership Economically disadvantaged; Minority Full tuition (renewable)  
 
Cornell College 
King Scholarship 4.0 GPA, 36 ACT Full Tuition 
Trustee Scholarship Merit and Involvement Based $30,000 
Presidential Scholarship Merit and Involvement Based $26,000 
Dean’s Scholarship Merit and Involvement Based $22,000 
Promise Scholarship for Iowans Resident of Iowa 
3.0 GPA, 22 ACT 
$22,000 
Community Enrichment Award Engaged in community service $15,000 
 
Clarke University 
Clarke Academic Scholarship High academic achievement $9,000 
Campus Impact Grant Community Service 
Potential to impact campus life 
$3,000 
Fine Art Talent Award Majoring in Art, Graphic Design, Music, 
Drama, or Musical Theatre 
$1,000 - $5,000 
 
Des Moines Area Community College 




Dordt College Scholarship 2.8 GPA, 19 ACT $7,500 - $12,500 
Kuyper Scholarship 3.50 GPA, 28 ACT $2,000 
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Drake College 
Presidential Scholarship Merit Based $16,000 




Ellsworth Community College 
Academic Scholarship 3.0 GPA, 23 ACT 
3.0 GPA, 24 ACT 
3.0 GPA, 25 ACT 
3.0 GPA, 26 ACT 
3.0 GPA, 27 ACT 
3.0 GPA, 28 ACT 
3.0 GPA, 29+ ACT 
3.25 GPA, 23 ACT 
3.25 GPA, 24 ACT 
3.25 GPA, 25 ACT 
3.25 GPA, 26 ACT 
3.25 GPA, 27 ACT 
3.25 GPA, 28 ACT 
3.25 GPA, 29+ ACT 
3.50 GPA, 23 ACT 
3.50 GPA, 24 ACT 
3.50 GPA, 25 ACT 
3.50 GPA, 26 ACT 
3.50 GPA, 27 ACT 
3.50 GPA, 28 ACT 






















Ambassador Scholarship Serve as a representative for Ellsworth 
Community College 
$500 - $1,000 
Bob & Arlene Hamilton 
Excellence in Agriculture 
Scholarships 
Majoring in Agribusiness or related 
Agriculture field 
$5,000 
Department Scholarships Show particular aptitude in their field of 
study 
$200 - $1,000 
Housing Grants Live on campus $200 - $1,000 
IVCCD Director’s Scholarship Class Rank of 1 or 2 Full Tuition 
Leadership Scholarship Demonstrate exceptional leadership 
ability in school, clubs. Athletics. Civic 
and community organization or church 
groups. 
GPA 2.50+ 
$200 - $1,000 
Ellsworth Multi-Cultural 
Scholarships 
Members of a minority race Varies 




Prestigious Honors Scholarship 3.75 GPA, 27 ACT Full Tuition 
Scholar Award 3.25 GPA, 21 ACT $1,000 
Ackerley Computer Science 
Technology Scholarship 
3.5 GPA, 26 ACT 
Computer Science Technology Major 
$6,000 
Faith Commitment Grant Matching Funds from authorized 
denomination of church jurisdiction 
$500 
Trustee’s Scholarship Varies $16,500 
President’s Scholarship Varies $14,500 
Dean’s Scholarship Varies $12,500 
Graceland Scholarship Varies $10,500 
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Grandview College 
Presidential Scholarship 3.0 GPA, 18 ACT, Top 50% Rank $16,000 
Dean’s Scholarship 3.0 GPA, 18 ACT, Top 50% Rank $14,500 
Director’s Scholarship 3.0 GPA, 18 ACT, Top 50% Rank $12,000 
Grandview Grants 3.0 GPA, 18 ACT, Top 50% Rank $6,000 
21st Century Global 
Scholarship 
Minority $1,000 - $2,000 
Art & Design Scholarship Art Portfolios 
Majoring in Game Design, Graphic 
Journalism, Art Education, 
photography, or Studio Arts 
$750 - $2,000 
Philip L. Hougen Campus 
Ministries Scholarship 
Lutheran 
Participate in Campus Ministry 
$500 - $1,5000 
Immigrant Iowan 
Scholarship 
Born of immigrant parents or an 






Financial Need $250 per credit hour, up to 
a total of $4,000, per 
academic year 
Music and Theatre 
Scholarship 
Music or Theatre Audition 
Participation in the Music or Theatre 
program 
$300 - $4,000 
 
Grinnell College 
   
 
Hawkeye Community College 
Hawkeye Community College 
Achievement Scholarship 
2.5 GPA $1,000 - $2,500 
Board of Trustees Scholarship Valedictorian or salutatorian Full Tuition 
 
Indian Hills Community College 
Indian Hills Community College 
Foundation 




Iowa Central Community College 
Academic Scholarships Valedictorian 
Salutatorian 
3.75 GPA + 





Housing Scholarships Valedictorian 
Salutatorian 
3.75 GPA + 







Enrolled in Industrial Technology 
Program 
GPA 2.5 + 
$250 
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Iowa State University scholarships 
Academic Recognition 
Award 
Top 15% of class $500 – 3,500 (renewable 
by maintaining a 2.0 GPA) 
Christina Hixson 
Opportunity Award 
Demonstrate potential beyond class 
rank and test scores 
$2,500 for 4 years 
(1 award per county) 
IPSCO Major in Business, Computer Science or 
Engineering 




Thomas & Mary Jetton 
Scholarship 
‘Hard science’ major: Chemistry, 
Physics, Econ, etc. 
30 ACT, 3.0 GPA 
Demonstrate leadership, financial aid 




Native American, African American, 
Asian American, Hispanic 
Financial Need 
Overcome personal or financial 
hardship 
$6430 (full tuition) 
College Scholarships  Visit college’s website or financial aid 
site for more info 
Varies 
 
Iowa Wesleyan College 
   
 
Iowa Western Community College 
Presidential Scholarship 3.5 GPA $5,000 






   
 
Kirkwood Community College 
Presidential 3.5 GPA, 25 ACT $5,000 
Leaders For Tomorrow 3.0 GPA 
Leadership Experience 
$3,000 
Kirkwood Foundation Varies Varies 
 
Luther College 
Founders Scholarship 4.0 GPA, 28 ACT 
Class rank in the top 5% 
$24,000 
Presidential Scholarship 3.85 GPA, 27 ACT 
Class rank in the top 15% 
$22,000 
Dean’s Scholarship 3.6 GPA, 24 ACT 
Class rank in the upper quarter 
$20,000 
Martin Luther Award 3.3 GPA, 23 ACT 
Class rank in the top 40% 
$18,000 
Achievement Award 3.0 GPA, 20 ACT $10,000 
Luther National Merit NMS finalists listing Luther as 1st choice $1000 – 2000 (renewable) 
Diversity Enrichment Distinct and broadly diverse 
background 
$3,000 
Heartland Award Resident of Iowa or Minnesota $2,000 
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Education Partners in Covenant 
Matching Grant 
Lutheran $750 match with a 
scholarship from your 
home church 
Additional Scholarships Music, Theatre, or Dance major varies 
 
Marshalltown Community College 
John Apgar Memorial IVCCD resident; financial need  $250 
Alma Beaverlander Memorial 
Nursing 
PN or ADN student $500 
Ellen Burrows Memorial 1st generation, full or part-time, 2.8 GPA Maximum $600 
scholarship 
Cochran-Learn Memorial Hispanic /Latino student $250 
Carstens-Urhammer Memorial Construction Tech student; 2.0 GPA $300 
Consolidated Management 
Excellence in Education 
Academic ability; financial need $538 
Construction Tech - Mildred 
Yarrow Memorial 
Academic ability, financial need $360 
Evangelical & Community 
Hospital Nurse’s Alumni 
Association 
Student ready to begin the Associate 
Degree Nursing (ADN) program, 2.9 




Industrial Technology program, 
financial need 
$500 
Future Leaders Career-Technical & A.S. career training 
programs with 2.33K-12 Teacher 
Education or Business major with 2.5 
GPA; financial need 
$1000 
Elizabeth Gowdy Memorial 
Nursing 
PN or ADN, financial need $1000 
Ethel Grabenbauer Memorial Dental Assisting student, academic 
ability, financial need 
$1000 
Babe Harder Memorial Financial need $200 
Rebecca Hauser Memorial Single parent, financial need $250 
Janice Heiberger Davis 
Memorial 
PN or ADN student, lives within 40 
miles of MCC campus, 2.0 GPA, financial 
need, single parent 
$1066 
Iowa Broadcasters Association Broadcast Technology $1000 
Iowa Valley Leadership ’97- 
Ayudamos Scholarship 
Hispanic/Latino student whose first 
language is not English 
$1000 
David & Pauline James Honor Leadership and volunteer work with 
diverse populations, 2.0 GPA 
$300 
Dale & Mary Jefferson 
Industrial Tech 
Resident of IVCCD, Industrial 
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Marshalltown Community College 
KFJB-KXIA Broadcast 
Journalism 
Broadcast Journalism $516 
Keely Lacina Memorial South Tama High School senior, 2.33 
GPA; financial need 
$234 
The Bill & Phyllis Lane 
Foundation 
Financial need, Business, Drama, or 
Music major, 2.67 GPA 
$1000 
Marshall County Child Care 
Services 
Child Development program, financial 
need 
$300 
Marshalltown Medical & 
Surgical Center Auxiliary 
Area high school graduate, financial 
need, Nursing 
$750 
Marshalltown Medical & 
Surgical Center-Medical Staff 
Nursing; academic ability $500 
MCC Alumni Parent graduated from MCC $314 
MCC Family & Friends 1st time MCC student, 2.8 GPA $500 
Janet White Mead Enrolled in agriculture program, 2.5 
GPA, financial need 
$639 
Mid-Iowa Antique Power 
Association 
Area resident, academic ability, 
financial need, farm background  
$300 
George Mucha Memorial Area high school graduate, Business 
major, 2.5 GPA, financial need 
$750 
Beverly J. Nelson Leadership & 
Service 
Female resident of IVCCD, 3.2 GPA, 
based on civic and leadership activities 
$114 
Anna Paul & Harry Paul 
Memorial Nursing 
Associate Degree Nursing (ADN) $3050 
Philip Roy Memorial Financial need considered, academic 
ability 
$470 
Hubert & Edna Schrodt 
Memorial 
2.33 GPA $1000 
TTT Society - Iowa DA Chapter Academic ability, financial need $1000 
United Bank & Trust IVCCD resident, 2.5 GPA, financial need $750 
Elsie & Dennis Wilson 
Memorial 
Academic ability, financial need, 2.5 
GPA 
$1000 
IVCCD Director’s Scholarships Valedictorians or salutatorians Amount Varies 
MCC ACT-Based Scholarships 25 ACT Amount Varies 
 
Morningside College 
Trustees 3.9 GPA, 31 ACT $20,000 
Presidential 3.9 GPA, 27 ACT $15,000 
Dean 3.3 GPA, 25 ACT $13,000 
Founder 3.3 GPA or less, 25 ACT $10,000 
 
Mount Mercy University 
Presidential 4.0 GPA or 30 ACT $18,000 
Distinguished  3.7 GPA or 26 ACT $15,000 
Dean’s  3.3 GPA or 22 ACT $13,000 
Collegiate 3.0 GPA or 20 ACT $11,000 




Peale Scholarship 3.0 GPA, 20 ACT $18,000 
Presidential Scholarship 3.0 GPA, 20 ACT $13,000 - $15,000 
Collegiate Scholarship 3.0 GPA, 20 ACT $11,000 
Academic Achievement 3.0 GPA, 20 ACT $6,500 - $8,500 
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Northwestern Iowa Community College 





Cowles Fellowship Extraordinary Academic Ability 
Leadership in school/community 
activities 
$24,000 – full tuition 
Trustee Scholarship Valedictorian 
Leadership skills 
Half – full tuition 
George Washington Carver 
Fellowship 
Distinctive and broadly diverse 
background 
Leader in school/community activities 
Academic Achievement 
¾ - full tuition 
George Washington Carver 
Scholarship 
Distinctive and broadly diverse 
backgrounds 
$11,000 – 15,000 
Presidential Scholarship Exceptional academic ability $5,000 - $24,000 
Honor Scholarship Outstanding academic ability $5,000 - $22,000 
Matthew Simpson Scholarship Strong academic ability 




3.0 GPA, 20 ACT 
3.75 GPA, 27 ACT 




Additional Scholarships Art, Music, Theatre, and Fine Arts $500 - $1,500 
Simpson Promise Family making combined income of 
$60,000 or less 
Full tuition 
 
St. Ambrose University 
Ambrose Scholar 30 ACT Full Tuition 
Trustee Scholar 3.8 GPA, 28 ACT $22,000 
Academic Scholarship  $14,000 - $17,000 
University Grant  $12,000 
Freeman Pollard Minority 
Scholarship 
Minority Student $1,000 
 
University of Dubuque 
Heritage Society Scholarship 3.8 GPA $15,000 
Presidential Scholarship 3.5 GPA $12,000 
Honors Scholarship 3.3 GPA $10,000 
Dean’s Scholarship 3.0 GPA $8,000 
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University of Iowa 
Presidential Scholarship Iowa Resident 
3.8 GPA, 33 ACT 
$18,500 
Iowa Flagship Award Iowa Resident 
3.8 GPA, 33 ACT 
$8,500 
Old Gold Iowa Resident 
3.9 GPA, 30 ACT 
$5,000 
Iowa Scholars Award Iowa Resident 
3.8 GPA, 27 ACT 
$2,500 
National Scholars Award U.S. citizens or permanent resident 
3.6 GPA, 26 ACT 
$7,000 
Advantage Iowa Scholarship Ethnicity 
TRIO participant 
$2,000 – $8,000 
Tippie Scholars Majoring in Business 
RAI score of 265 
$1500 
Shoemaker – Strickler 
Memorial Scholarship 
Majoring in Chemistry or Physics 
ACT 30; RAI of 275 
Equal to tuition, fees and 
books 
Engineering Excellence Majoring in engineering 
3.7 GPA, 28 ACT 
$1500 
Engineering Opportunity Women, African Americans, Native 
Americans, Hispanic 
Electrical or mechanical engineering 
$2000 
Dean Gerhard Lowenberg In the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences 
3.9 GPA, 33 ACT 
$2000 
College of LAS Excellence In the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences 
3.9 GPA, 30 ACT 
$1500 
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3.3 + GPA, 23 + ACT 
3.5 + GPA, 25 + ACT 









Native or American Indian, Asian, 
Native Hawaiian, or Pacific Islander 
3.0 GPA +, 20 ACT 
3.3 GPA +, 23 ACT 








Presidential Scholar Award 3.8 GPA, 29 ACT $8,000 
Bright Scholars of Iowa Top 10% of Class 
28 ACT 
Financial Need 
Full Tuition and Room & 
Board 
UNI Residents of Iowa 
Scholars of Excellence 
Award 
Ethnic or racial status 
23 ACT 
Involvement in activities outside of the 
classroom 
First-generation college student 
$4,000 
College scholarships Visit UNI’s website Varies 
Tuition Guarantee  $0-$1,000 EFC Full Tuition 
 
Upper Iowa University 
Trustees Scholarship  $18,500 
Presidential Scholarship  $15,000 
Dean’s Scholarship  $12,000 
Achievement Scholarship  $8,500 
 
Wartburg College 
Regents & Presidential 
Scholarships 
3.5 GPA, Top 25%, 23 ACT $23,000 
Diversity Grant Under-represented people group 
Financial Need 




Music Audition $2,500 
 
Western Iowa Tech Community College 
Valedictorian Scholarship Valedictorian $4,300 
President’s Scholarship GPA 2.5, ACT 22 $2,000 
Upward Bound/Talent Search 
Scholarships 
Completion of any Upward Bound or 
Talent Search program. 
$500 
 
William Pen University  
Presidential Scholarship   






























Pay Check for this month: (Deposited into your bank account) 
Item / Bill Amount (Debit) Balance 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
Remaining Balance: $ 
Total Amount of Monthly Expenses:   
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Processing Questions:  





















4. Give examples of each:  
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Career Pay Day cards utilizes information from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
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Month:________________________________ 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
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Occupational Therapy Assistant Radiation Therapist 
 
Occupational therapy 
assistants and aides help 
patients develop, recover, and 
improve the skills needed for 
daily living and working. 
Occupational therapy 
assistants are directly involved 
in providing therapy to 
patients; assistants work under 







Salary (per year): 
$59,010 
 






Radiation therapists treat 
cancer and other diseases in 








Salary (per year):  
$80,090 
 
Outlook (job growth):  
14% 
 
Career Cluster:  
Health Science 
Web Developer Funeral Service Worker 
 
Web developers design and 
create websites. They are 
responsible for the look of the 
site. They are also responsible 
for the site’s technical aspects, 
such as its performance and 
capacity, which are measures 
of a website’s speed and how 
much traffic the site can 
handle. In addition, web 
developers may create 






Salary (per year): 
$63,490 
 







Funeral service workers 
organize and manage the 







Salary (per year):  
$52,520 
 
Outlook (job growth):  
5% 
 
Career Cluster:  
Human Services 
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Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Technician Dental Hygienist 
Electrical and electronics 
engineering technicians help 
engineers design and develop 
computers, communications 
equipment, medical monitoring 
devices, navigational 
equipment, and other electrical 
and electronic equipment. They 
often work in product 
evaluation and testing, using 
measuring and diagnostic 
devices to adjust, test, and 






Salary (per year): 
$59,820 
 






Dental hygienists clean teeth, 
examine patients for signs of 
oral diseases such as gingivitis, 
and provide other preventive 
dental care. They also 
educate patients on ways to 








Salary (per year):  
$71,520 
 
Outlook (job growth):  
2% 
 
Career Cluster:  
Health Science 




equipment that creates 
images of areas of a patient’s 
body. They prepare 
radioactive drugs and 
administer them to patients. 
The radioactive drugs cause 
abnormal areas of the body to 
appear different from normal 







Salary (per year):  
$72,100 
 
Outlook (job growth):  
2% 
 






and technicians operate 
special imaging equipment to 
create images or to conduct 
tests. The images and test 
results help physicians assess 
and diagnose medical 
conditions. Some technologists 
assist physicians and surgeons 






Salary (per year): 
$62,540 
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Air Traffic Controller Wind Turbine Technician 
 
Air traffic controllers 
coordinate the movement of 
air traffic to ensure that aircraft 









Salary (per year): 
$122,340 
 





Distribution &    Logistics 
 
Wind turbine service 
technicians, also known as 
windtechs, install, maintain, 






Associate's Degree or 
less 
 
Salary (per year): 
$48,800 
 




Agriculture, Food & 
Natural    Resources 
Computer and Information Systems Manager Interpreter and Translator 
 
Computer and information 
systems managers, often 
called information technology 
(IT) managers or IT project 
managers, plan, coordinate, 
and direct computer-related 
activities in an organization. 
They help determine the 
information technology goals 
of an organization and are 
responsible for implementing 







Salary (per year): 
$127,640 
 








Interpreters and translators 
convert information from one 
language into another 
language. Interpreters work in 
spoken or sign language; 








Salary (per year): 
$43,590 
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Registered Nurse Accountant and Auditor 
 
Registered nurses (RNs) provide 
and coordinate patient care, 
educate patients and the 
public about various health 
conditions, and provide advice 
and emotional support to 








Salary (per year): 
$66,640 
 






Accountants and auditors 
prepare and examine financial 
records. They ensure that 
financial records are accurate 
and that taxes are paid 
properly and on time. 
Accountants and auditors 
assess financial operations and 
work to help ensure that 






Salary (per year): 
$65,940 
 





Software Developer Computer Systems Analyst 
 
Software developers are the 
creative minds behind 
computer programs. Some 
develop the applications that 
allow people to do specific 
tasks on a computer or 
another device. Others 
develop the underlying systems 








Salary (per year): 
$97,990 
 







Computer systems analysts study 
an organization’s current 
computer systems and 
procedures and design 
information systems solutions to 
help the organization operate 
more efficiently and effectively. 
They bring business and 
information technology (IT) 
together by understanding the 






Salary (per year): 
$82,710 
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Civil Engineer Construction Manager 
 
Civil engineers design, build, 
supervise, operate, and 
maintain construction projects 
and systems in the public and 
private sector, including roads, 
buildings, airports, tunnels, 
dams, bridges, and systems for 








Salary (per year): 
$82,050 
 






Construction managers plan, 
coordinate, budget, and 
supervise construction projects 








Salary (per year): 
$85,630 
 







Mechanical Engineer Coach and Scout 
 
Mechanical engineering is one 
of the broadest engineering 
disciplines. Mechanical 
engineers design, develop, 
build, and test mechanical 
and thermal sensors and 
devices, including tools, 







Salary (per year): 
$83,060 
 







Coaches teach amateur or 
professional athletes the skills 
they need to succeed at their 
sport. Scouts look for new 
players and evaluate their skills 
and likelihood for success at 
the college, amateur, or 
professional level. Many 








Salary (per year): 
$30,640 
 




Education & Training 
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Athletic Trainer Graphic Designer 
 
Athletic trainers specialize in 
preventing, diagnosing, and 
treating muscle and bone 
injuries and illnesses. Many 
athletic trainers work in 
educational settings, such as 
colleges, universities, 
elementary schools, and 
secondary schools. Others 
work in hospitals, fitness 
centers, or physicians’ offices, 






Salary (per year): 
$43,370 
 






Graphic designers create 
visual concepts, using 
computer software or by hand, 
to communicate ideas that 
inspire, inform, and captivate 
consumers. They develop the 
overall layout and production 
design for various applications 
such as advertisements, 







Salary (per year): 
$45,900 
 




Arts, A/V Technology & 
Communications 
Meeting, Convention, and Event Planner High School Teacher 
 
Meeting, convention, and 
event planners coordinate all 
aspects of events and 
professional meetings. They 
arrange meeting locations, 








Salary (per year): 
$46,490 
 




Hospitality & Tourism 
 
 
High school teachers help 
prepare students for life after 
graduation. They teach 
academic lessons and various 
skills that students will need to 
attend college and to enter 







Salary (per year): 
$56,310 
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Biochemist and Biophysicist Optometrist 
 
Biochemists and biophysicists 
study the chemical and 
physical principles of living 
things and of biological 
processes, such as cell 
development, growth, 








Salary (per year): 
$84,940 
 






Optometrists examine the eyes 
and other parts of the visual 
system. They also diagnose 
and treat visual problems and 
manage diseases, injuries, and 
other disorders of the eyes. 
They prescribe eyeglasses or 










Salary (per year): 
$101,410 
 





Veterinarian Home Health Aide 
 
Veterinarians care for the 
health of animals and work to 
improve public health. They 
diagnose, treat, and research 
medical conditions and 








Salary (per year): 
$87,590 
 








Home health aides help 
people with disabilities, chronic 
illness, or cognitive impairment 
with activities of daily living. 
They often help older adults 





High School Diploma 
 
Salary (per year): 
$21,380 
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Secretaries and Administrative Assistant Customer Service Representative 
 
Secretaries and administrative 
assistants perform clerical and 
administrative duties. They 
organize files, prepare 
documents, schedule 






High School Diploma 
 
Salary (per year): 
$35,970 
 







representatives interact with 
customers to handle 
complaints, process orders, 
and provide information about 








High School Diploma 
 
Salary (per year): 
$31,200 
 





Occupational Therapy Aide Photographer 
 
Occupational therapy aides 
typically prepare materials and 
assemble equipment used 
during treatment. They may 
assist patients with moving to 
and from treatment areas. 
Aides also fill out insurance 
forms and other paperwork 
and are responsible for a 
range of clerical tasks, such as 
scheduling appointments, 
answering the telephone, and 




High School Diploma 
 
Salary (per year): 
$28,330 
 






Photographers use their 
technical expertise, creativity, 
and composition skills to 
produce and preserve images 






High School Diploma 
 
Salary (per year): 
$30,490 
 




Arts, A/V Technology & 
Communications 
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Nursing Assistant Construction Laborer 
 
Nursing assistants, sometimes 
called nursing aides, help 
provide basic care for patients 
in hospitals and residents of 
long-term care facilities, such 





High School Diploma 
+ training 
 
Salary (per year): 
$25,090 
 






Clean and prepare 
construction sites by removing 
debris and possible hazards, 
load or unload building 
materials to be used in 
construction, dig trenches, and 
follow construction plans and 
instructions from supervisors or 
more experienced workers 
backfill holes, or compact 





High School Diploma 
+ training 
 
Salary (per year): 
$30,190 
 






Medical Assistant Boilermaker 
 
Medical assistants complete 
administrative and clinical 
tasks in the offices of 
physicians, hospitals, and other 
healthcare facilities. Their 
duties vary with the location, 






High School Diploma 
+ training 
 
Salary (per year): 
$29,960 
 







Boilermakers assemble, install, 
and repair boilers, closed vats, 
and other large vessels or 





High School Diploma 
+ training 
 
Salary (per year): 
$59,860 
 





Distribution & Logistics 
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Carpenter Elevator Installer and Repairer 
 
Carpenters construct and 
repair building frameworks and 
structures—such as stairways, 
doorframes, partitions, rafters, 
and bridge supports—made 
from wood and other 
materials. They also may install 






High School Diploma 
+ training 
 
Salary (per year): 
$40,820 
 








Elevator installers and repairers 
install, fix, and maintain 
elevators, escalators, moving 






High School Diploma 
+ training 
 
Salary (per year): 
$78,620 
 






Food and Beverage Server Janitors and Building Cleaner 
 
Food and beverage serving 
and related workers perform a 
variety of customer service, 
food preparation, and 
cleaning duties in restaurants, 
cafeterias, and other eating 





High School Diploma 
or less 
 
Salary (per year): 
$18,550 
 








Janitors and building cleaners 
keep many types of buildings 






High School Diploma 
or less 
 
Salary (per year): 
$22,840 
 




Hospitality & Tourism 
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Nurse Practitioner  
(Advanced Practice Registered Nurses) Genetic Counselor 
 
APRNs coordinate patient care 
and may provide primary and 
specialty healthcare. The 
scope of practice varies from 







Salary (per year):  
$102,670 
 
Outlook (job growth):  
31% 
 
Career Cluster:  
Health Science 
 
Genetic counselors assess 
individual or family risk for a 
variety of inherited conditions, 
such as genetic disorders and 
birth defects. They provide 
information and support to 
other healthcare providers, or 
to individuals and families 








Salary (per year):  
$67,500 
 
Outlook (job growth):  
29% 
 
Career Cluster:  
Human Services 
School Counselor Economist 
 
School counselors help 
students develop academic 
and social skills and succeed in 
school. Career counselors assist 
people with the process of 
making career decisions by 
helping them develop skills or 








Salary (per year): 
$54,560 
 







Economists study the 
production and distribution of 
resources, goods, and services 
by collecting and analyzing 
data, researching trends, and 







Salary (per year): 
$101,050 
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Epidemiologist Mathematician 
 
Epidemiologists are public 
health professionals who 
investigate patterns and 
causes of disease and injury in 
humans. They seek to reduce 
the risk and occurrence of 
negative health outcomes 
through research, community 







Salary (per year): 
$70,820 
 







research to develop and 
understand mathematical 
principles. They also analyze 
data and apply mathematical 










Salary (per year):  
$105,810 
 
Outlook (job growth):  
21% 
 
Career Cluster:  
STEM 
School Principal Physician Assistant 
 
Elementary, middle, and high 
school principals manage all 
school operations, including 
daily school activities. They 
coordinate curricula, oversee 
teachers and other school 
staff, and provide a safe and 
productive learning 







Salary (per year): 
$92,510 
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Physician assistants, also known 
as PAs, practice medicine on 
teams with physicians, 
surgeons, and other 
healthcare workers. They 
examine, diagnose, treat 








Salary (per year): 
$101,480 
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Psychologist Sociologist 
 
Psychologists study cognitive, 
emotional, and social 
processes and behavior by 
observing, interpreting, and 
recording how people relate 
to one another and their 
environments. They also discuss 








Salary (per year): 
$75,230 
 







Sociologists study society and 
social behavior by examining 
the groups, cultures, 
organizations, social institutions, 
and processes that develop 
when people interact and 
work together. They examine 
the effect of social influences, 
including organizations and 
institutions, on different 
individuals and groups. They 
also trace the origin and 







Salary (per year): 
$79,750 
 





Occupational Therapist Professor (Postsecondary teacher) 
 
Occupational therapists treat 
injured, ill, or disabled patients 
through the therapeutic use of 
everyday activities. They help 
these patients develop, 
recover, and improve the skills 








Salary (per year): 
$81,910 
 








instruct students in a wide 
variety of academic and 
career and technical subjects 
beyond the high school level. 
They also conduct research 









Salary (per year): 
$70,790 
 




Education & Training 
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Physician and Surgeon Pharmacist 
 
Physicians and surgeons 
diagnose and treat injuries or 
illnesses. Physicians examine 
patients; take medical histories; 
prescribe medications; and 
order, perform, and interpret 
diagnostic tests. They often 
counsel patients on diet, 
hygiene, and preventive 
healthcare. Surgeons operate 
on patients to treat injuries, such 
as broken bones; diseases, such 
as cancerous tumors; and 








Salary (per year): 
$214,273 
 







prescription medications to 
patients and offer expertise in 
the safe use of prescriptions. 
They also may conduct health 
and wellness screenings, 
provide immunizations, 
oversee the medications given 
to patients, and provide 










Salary (per year): 
$120,950 
 







Dentists diagnose and treat 
problems with patients’ teeth, 
gums, and related parts of the 
mouth. They provide advice 
and instruction on taking care 
of the teeth and gums and on 









Salary (per year): 
$154,640 
 





Anesthesiologists focus on the care 
of surgical patients and on pain 
relief. They administer drugs 
(anesthetics) that reduce or 
eliminate the sensation of pain 
during an operation or another 
medical procedure. During surgery, 
they are responsible for adjusting the 
amount of anesthetic as needed 
and monitoring the patient's heart 
rate, body temperature, blood 
pressure, and breathing. They also 
work outside of the operating room, 
providing pain relief in the intensive 
care unit, during labor and delivery 
of babies, and for patients who 







Salary (per year): 
$443,859 
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RENT OR HOUSE PAYMENT 
 
            High- $1200 
            Medium- $600 




            High- $150 
            Medium- $100 




            High- $60 
            Medium- $45 




            High- $300 
            Medium- $150 






            High- $500 
            Medium- $300 




            High- $200 
            Medium- $100 




            High- $200 
            Medium- $100 




            High- $200 
            Medium- $100 
            Low- $50 
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            High- $250 
            Medium- $175 




            High- $600 
            Medium- $400 




            High- $300 
            Medium- $200 




            High-  $500 
            Medium- $250 




            High- $600 
            Medium-  $300 
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STUDENT FSA ID 
The FSA ID (Federal Student Aid Identification) allows the student and parent to electronically 
sign their FAFSA (which allows for quicker processing).   
Have with you: Social Security Number, Date of Birth, Address (must match information on 2016 
taxes). 
• In order to generate a FSA, ID each person will need a different email address; families 
can’t create multiple FSA ID’s with a single email address.   
• When filling out the FSA ID, it is wise to use an email that is not associated with a school.  
When you are no longer a student, your access to that email will be denied, so use an 
alternative email so you don’t have to go through the steps of resetting it and re-verifying 
your identity.   
• Now there is an option to include your cell phone number as a method to reset your 
password and a reminder for your username; make sure you update this information if 
you happen to change your phone number. 
• You will have to file the FAFSA every year that you plan to attend school so keeping track 
of this information is very important.   
• Use an email that you have access to when you register for your FSA ID.  You will receive 
a text to your phone and an email with access code to verify your phone number and 
email.  Please, verify immediately. 
 










Challenge question #4: 
Answer: 
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Parent FSA ID 
The FSA ID (Federal Student Aid Identification) allows the student and parent to 
electronically sign their FAFSA (which allows for quicker processing).   
Have with you: Social Security Number, Date of Birth, Address (must match information 
on 2016 taxes). 
• In order to generate a FSA ID, each person will need a different email address; 
families can’t create multiple FSA ID’s with a single email address.   
• If a parent has multiple students, the parent only needs to create one FSA ID; 
that ID can serve as the parent’s signature on multiple student’s FAFSAs. FSA ID’s 
can be requested at any time at https://fsaid.ed.gov/.   
• Now there is an option to include your cell phone number as a method to reset 
your password and a reminder for your username; make sure you update this 
information if you happen to change your phone number. 
• You will have to file the FAFSA every year that you plan to attend school so 
keeping track of this information is very important.   
• Use an email that you have access to when you register for your FSA ID.  You will 
receive a text to your phone and an email with access codes to verify your 
phone number and email.  Please, verify immediately. 










Challenge question #4: 
Answer: 
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FAFSA GUIDE: 7 Things You need Before You Fill Out the FAFSA Form 
 
If you need financial aid to help you pay for college, you must complete the 
Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA®) form.  The FAFSA form will be 
available on Oct. 1. You should fill it out as soon as possible on the official 
government site, fafsa.gov.  It’ll be easier to complete the FAFSA form if you 
gather what you need ahead of time. Below is what you’ll need to fill it out. 
 
If you don’t file the FAFSA, you are not eligible for FREE Federal Grants or any 
Federal Student Loans. 
 
You will file the FAFSA for the academic year in which you are attending 
college. 
So, if you are graduating in 2019, you will be completing 2019-2020 FAFSA 
because that is year in which you will be starting college. 
 
1. Your FSA ID* 
 
A FSA ID is a username and password that you can use to log in to certain U.S. 
Department of Education (ED) websites. Each student and one parent of each 
dependent student will need an FSA ID to complete the FAFSA process on 
fafsa.gov. We recommend creating your FSA ID early—even before you’re 
ready to complete the FAFSA form—to avoid delays in the process. 
 
IMPORTANT: Do NOT create a FSA ID on behalf of someone else. That means 
parents should not create FSA IDs for their children and vice versa. Doing so may 
result in issues signing and submitting the FAFSA form and could lead to financial 
aid delays. (Also, it’s against the law to create an FSA ID for someone else.) 
 
To summarize: 
• Anyone who plans to fill out the FAFSA form should create a FSA ID as soon as 
possible. 
• If you are required to provide parent information on your FAFSA form, your 
parent should create a FSA ID too. 
• Because your FSA ID is equivalent to your signature, parents and students 
each need to create their own FSA IDs using their own, unique email address, 
and phone number. Parents should not create a FSA ID for their child and vice 
versa. 
• In some situations, you may need to wait up to three days to use your FSA ID 
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2. Your Social Security number* 
 
You can find the number on your Social Security card. If you don’t have access 
to it and don’t know where it is, ask your parent or legal guardian or get a new 
or replacement Social Security card from the Social Security Administration. If 
you are not a U.S. citizen but meet Federal Student Aid’s basic eligibility 
requirements, you’ll also need your Alien Registration number.   
If you don’t have a Social Security Number, you can put all 0’s.  You are still 
encouraged to complete the FAFSA because you need to have this completed 
for College/High School scholarship requirements. 
 
3. Your driver’s license number 
 
If you don’t have a driver’s license, then don’t worry about this step. 
 
4. Your tax records* 
 
In case you didn’t hear about the changes that have been made to the FAFSA 
process.  You are now required to report income information from a prior year’s 
taxes. 
• On the 2019–20 FAFSA form, you (and your parents, as appropriate) will 
report your 2017 income information, rather than your 2017 income 
information. 
• Since you’ll already have filed your 2017 taxes by the time the FAFSA form 
launches, you’ll be able to import your tax information into the FAFSA form 
right away using the IRS Data Retrieval Tool (DRT). (No more logging back in 
to update after filing taxes!) 
• Not everyone is eligible to use the IRS DRT, and the IRS DRT does not input all 
the financial information required on the FAFSA form. Therefore, you should 
have your 2017 tax return and 2017 IRS W-2 available for reference. 
 
The IRS DRT remains the fastest, most accurate way to input your tax return 
information into the FAFSA form. To address security and privacy concerns 
related to the IRS DRT, the tax return information you transfer from the IRS will no 
longer be displayed on fafsa.gov or the IRS DRT web page. Instead, you’ll see 
“Transferred from the IRS” in the appropriate fields on fafsa.gov. 
 
• You cannot use your 2018 tax information. We understand that for some 
families, 2017 income doesn’t accurately reflect your current financial 
situation. If you have experienced a reduction in income since the 2016 tax 
year, you should complete the FAFSA form with the information it asks for 
(2017) and then contact each of the schools to which you’re applying to 
explain and document the change in income.  They have the ability to 
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assess your situation and make adjustments to your FAFSA form if warranted.  
Please, ask for Special Circumstances. 
• You cannot update your 2019–20 FAFSA form with your 2018 tax information 
after filing 2017 taxes.  2017 information is what’s required. No updates 
necessary; no updates allowed. 
 
5. Records of your untaxed income* 
 
The FAFSA questions about untaxed income may or may not apply to you, but 
they include things like child support received, interest income, and veterans 
noneducation benefits. On the 2019–20 FAFSA form, you’ll report 2017 tax or 
calendar year information when asked these questions. See specific details for 
parents and students. 
 
6. Records of your Assets (money)* 
 
This includes savings and checking account balances, as well as the value of 
investments such as stocks and bonds and real estate (except the home in 
which your family lives). You should report the current amounts as of the date 
you sign the FAFSA form, rather than the 2017 tax year amounts. 
Note: Misreporting the value of investments is a common FAFSA mistake. Please 
carefully review what is and is not considered a student investment and parent 
investment to make sure you don’t over- or under-report. You may be surprised 
by what can (and cannot) be excluded. 
 
7. List of the school(s) you are interested in attending 
Be sure to add any college you’re considering, even if you haven’t applied or 
been accepted yet. 
 
• Even if there is only a slight chance you’ll apply to a college, list the school 
on your FAFSA form. You can always remove schools later if you decide not 
to apply, but if you wait to add a school, you could miss out on first-come, 
first-served financial aid. 
• The schools you list on your FAFSA form will automatically receive your FAFSA 
results electronically. They will use your FAFSA information to determine the 
types and amounts of financial aid you may receive. 
• If you add a school to your FAFSA form and later decide not to apply for 
admission to that school, that’s OK! The school likely won’t offer you aid until 
you’ve been accepted anyway. 
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8. Student Aid Report 
 
• After you apply, you’ll receive a Student Aid Report or SAR. Your SAR 
contains the information reported on your FAFSA and usually includes your 
Expected Family Contribution (EFC). The EFC is a number (not a dollar 
amount) used to determine your eligibility for federal student aid. Review 
your SAR information to make sure it’s correct. The school(s) you list on 
your FAFSA will get your SAR data electronically. 
 
FAFSA does not give out money; the school(s) you listed will use your SAR to 
determine your Federal Grants and Loan amounts in your Award Letter. 
 
* If you’re living on your own and do not reside with your parent(s), you will still need this 
information for your parent(s) as well. 
 
Information retrieved from: 
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Choosing Your College/University 
 









1.   
   
2.   
   
3.   
   
4.   
   
5.   
   
6.   
   
7.   
   
8.   
   
9.   
   
10.   
   
 
Consider these following questions when narrowing down your school options: 
 




Are you interested in going to a school that:    
o Is ranked in the area you want to pursue?  Yes No Maybe 
o Is close to home? Yes No Maybe 
o Is far from home (including out-of-state)? Yes No Maybe 
o Is a public school? Yes No Maybe 
o Is a private school? Yes No Maybe 
o Is a community college? Yes No Maybe 
o Has LESS than 2,000 students?  Yes No Maybe 
o Has more than 12,000 students? Yes No Maybe 
o Has more than 30,000 students? Yes No Maybe 
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• How many of the schools listed above have at least two out of three of those factors? 
Put a star by those schools that have at least two out of three of those factors. 
 
• Are there any schools that have all three of your top factors?   
If so, circle those that do. 
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Applying to Colleges: Filling out the Application 
Most of the college applications you will fill out are available online but not all college 
applications are the same.  Some colleges are more selective than others and may 
require an essay and/or interview along with an application.  As a rule of thumb, it is 
best to have the following basic information accessible when you are ready to apply: 
• Transcript, which will provide the following information: 
o Courses completed and grade received 
o GPA 
o Class rank 
• Social Security number (this will help connect your application to your FAFSA) 
• Standardized Test Scores (ACT, SAT) 
• Major (know the major/area of study you wish to pursue)  
Keeping Track of your Applications 
Keeping Track of your Applications (cont.) 
Application 
Checklist 
College #1: College #2: College #3: 
   
Application 
Deadline 
   
Username/Email 
   
Password 
   
Transcripts Sent 
   
Test Scores Sent 
   
Declared Major 
   
Fee Waiver 
   
Included on FAFSA 
   
Submitted 
   
Confirmation 
Email 
   
Acceptance? 
   
Award Letter 
Received 
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College #4: College #5: College #6: 
   
Application 
Deadline 
   
Username/Email 
   
Password 
   
Transcripts Sent 
   
Test Scores Sent 
   
Declared Major 
   
Fee Waiver 
   
Included on FAFSA 
   
Submitted 
   
Confirmation 
Email 
   
Acceptance? 
   
Award Letter 
Received 
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Scholarship Searches and Essays 
 
Scholarships 
Scholarships are a source of financial aid that provide free money which means you don't have to 
pay it back unlike student loans.  Scholarships can be found in tons of different places. The first place 
you can check is your counseling office.  Your counselor should have applications and a list of 
scholarships that may have applications online.  There are so many available, but you have to 
actively look for them; money isn't just going to fall in your lap.  Great places to look/find scholarships 
include: 
• your school 
• your job 
• the place of employment of your parent(s) 
• your place of worship (church, synagogue, mosque, etc.) 
• your community (Elks, Knights of Columbia, etc.) 
• Look on the scholarship page of the college you plan to attend.  
• Look Online: www.goodcall.com, www.fastweb.com, www.zinch.com, 
www.scholarships.com, www.ICANsucceed.org/scholarships 
 
Google characteristics about yourself + scholarship; for example, "multicultural scholarships" "left-
hand scholarships" “women in STEM”.  You can find scholarships on social media, search #scholarship 
on Twitter to see what pops up.  Follow scholarship websites on Twitter if they have an account.  Use 
your social media to your advantage.  
 
Scholarship Essay/Personal Statements 
Many scholarships will ask you to provide an essay along with the application.  The essay will consist 
of your answers to the questions the scholarship application is stating that you address.  It is a wise 
idea to have a basic essay done so that when the time comes, you can tailor your basic essay to the 
needs of the essay you need to submit.  Many times the questions are similar, so if you start off by 
addressing these common asked questions, you'll be off to a good start. 
• Describe your educational and career goals, community/college volunteer 
involvement, achievements (honors, awards, etc.) and financial need. 
• Explain how you would personally benefit from receiving scholarship support 
and how you value a college education. 
• Describe a challenge/hardship that you faced and explain how you 
overcame it. 
I’ve provided you with a sheet that has a great list of common scholarship questions (fastweb.com) 
and essay writing tips (scholarships.com).   
 
ASK ME TO EDIT!!! Again, please do not hesitate to ask me to edit your work. I am more than willing 
to help you earn the free money if you are willing to put in the work.  Don't be afraid to apply; 
everyone else has the same fear.  There have been instances when there was only one person to 
apply, and they were given the scholarship by default. If you don't apply, then you don't have a 
chance. 
 
If you want the free money, you will have to work for it.  It is better that you put in the work now to get 
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Common Scholarship Questions 
 
Your Field of Specialization and Academic Plans 
Some scholarship applications will ask you to write about your major or field of study. 
These questions are used to determine how well you know your area of specialization and why you’re 
interested in it. 
Samples: 
• How will your study of _______ contribute to your immediate or long-range career plans? 
• Why do you want to be a _______? 
• Explain the importance of (your major) in today’s society. 
• What do you think the industry of _______ will be like in the next 10 years? 
• What are the most important issues your field is facing today? 
 
Current Events and Social Issues 
To test your skills at problem-solving and check how up-to-date you are on current issues, many scholarship 
applications include questions about problems and issues facing society. 
Samples: 
• What do you consider to be the single most important societal problem? Why? 
• If you had the authority to change your school in a positive way, what specific changes would you 
make? 
• Pick a controversial problem on college campuses and suggest a solution. 
• What do you see as the greatest threat to the environment today? 
 
Personal Achievements 
Scholarships exist to reward and encourage achievement.  So you shouldn’t be surprised to find essay topics 
that ask you to brag a little. 
Samples: 
• Describe how you have demonstrated leadership ability both in and out of school. 
• Discuss a special attribute or accomplishment that sets you apart. 
• Describe your most meaningful achievements and how they relate to your field of study and your 
future goals. 
• Why are you a good candidate to receive this award? 
 
Background and Influences 
Who you are is closely tied to where you’ve been and who you’ve known.  To learn more about you, some 
scholarship committees will ask you to write about your background and major influences. 
Samples: 
• Pick an experience from your own life and explain how it has influenced your development. 
• Who in your life has been your biggest influence and why? 
• How has your family background affected the way you see the world? 
• How has your education contributed to who you are today? 
 
Future Plans and Goals 
Scholarship sponsors look for applicants with vision and motivation, so they might ask about your goals and 
aspirations. 
Samples: 
• Briefly describe your long- and short-term goals. 
• Where do you see yourself 10 years from now? 
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Financial Need 
Many scholarship providers have a charitable goal: They want to provide money for students who are going to 
have trouble paying for college.  In addition to asking for information about your financial situation, these 
committees may want a more detailed and personal account of your financial need. 
Samples: 
• From a financial standpoint, what impact would this scholarship have on your education? 
• State any special personal or family circumstances affecting your need for financial assistance. 
• How have you been financing your college education? 
 
Random Topics 
Some essay questions don’t seem directly related to your education, but committees use them to test your 
creativity and get a more well-rounded sense of your personality. 
Samples: 
• Choose a person or persons you admire and explain why. 
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Top 10 Tips for Writing Effective Scholarship Essays 
When you start researching scholarship opportunities, you will quickly find out that many of the scholarship 
programs for which you qualify involve writing a scholarship worthy essay.  Very few programs are based 
strictly on an application form or transcript. Scholarship committees like essays because they are able to 
get a better sense of who the applicants really are from reading their original writing than from simply 
looking at a form or seeing a listing of completed classes and grades. 
College scholarship essay contests actually level the playing field so that students from different 
backgrounds with varying levels of accomplishments have equal chances of winning college 
scholarships.  Essays offer great opportunities for all students who meet the stated requirements for a 
scholarship program. 
When you are faced with the challenge of scholarship essay writing, remind yourself that the effort you 
put into writing your essay represents the chance to sell yourself to the scholarship committee.  A winning 
scholarship essay is one that truly sets a particular applicant apart from the others.  If you tell your story 
clearly and persuasively, you just might find yourself receiving a congratulatory letter from the scholarship 
committee! 
10 Tips for Writing Effective Scholarship Essays 
1. Read the instructions and make sure you understand them before you start writing. 
2. Think about what you are going to write and organize your thoughts before you start writing. 
3. Begin the writing process by writing an outline. 
4. Make sure your outline touches on every aspect required per the instructions. 
5. Write your essay by elaborating on each of the points in your outline. 
6. Use clear, concise and simple language throughout the essay. 
7. State your accomplishments without coming across as if you are bragging. 
8. Make sure your grammar and spelling are impeccable. 
9. Read the question again and then read your essay to be certain that the essay addresses every 
point. 
10. Have someone with strong writing and editing skills proofread the essay before you submit it. 
Source:  
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Scholarship Tracking Sheet 
 
Scholarship: Due Date: 
Amount: (One-time or renewable) Requirement Checklist 
 Yes No Completed 
Resume    
Award Notification Date: Transcript    
Essay    
FAFSA    
Date Submitted: Recommendations         
 Recommender #1  
Recommender #2  
 
Scholarship: Due Date: 
Amount: (One-time or renewable) Requirement Checklist 
 Yes No Completed 
Resume    
Award Notification Date: Transcript    
Essay    
FAFSA    
Date Submitted: Recommendations         
Recommender #1  
Recommender #2  
 
Scholarship: Due Date: 
Amount: (One-time or renewable) Requirement Checklist 
 Yes No Completed 
Resume    
Award Notification Date: Transcript    
Essay    
FAFSA    
Date Submitted: Recommendations         
Recommender #1  
Recommender #2  
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All Iowa Opportunity Scholarship 
https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/content/all-iowa-opportunity-scholarship 
The All Iowa Opportunity Scholarship (AIOS) is a state-funded scholarship program for Iowa 
students who attend an eligible Iowa college/university for:  
• Students who age out of Iowa’s foster care system, age out of the State Training School, 
and students adopted from Iowa’s foster care system after age 16; 
• Students who participated in certain federal TRIO programs; 
• Students who graduated from alternative high schools or alternative high school 
programs; or 
• Students who participated in a Federal GEAR UP Grant program in Iowa. 
Eligibility Criteria 
Generally, high school seniors who graduated in 2017 or will graduate with the class of 2018 
are eligible for the All Iowa Opportunity Scholarship if they meet the following criteria: 
• Iowa resident 
• Attending an eligible Iowa college or university 
• Must have graduated from an eligible Iowa high school or completed a high school 
equivalency diploma within the last 2 years 
• Be a first-time college freshman in the fall 2019 or spring 2020 semesters (unless you are 
renewing your scholarship award) 
• Must be continuously enrolled in college and continuously receiving a scholarship 
disbursement to renew a scholarship 
• Enroll for at least 3 semester hours (or the trimester or quarter equivalent) in a program 
leading to an undergraduate degree, diploma or certificate 
• Complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and Iowa Financial Aid 
Application by March 1 
• Have an eligible Expected Family Contribution (EFC) on the 2019-20 FAFSA. (The 2019-20 
eligible EFC won't be determined until Spring 2019.  For reference, the 2018-19 eligible 
EFC was $0 - $8,766) 
Award Amount and Limits 
The amount of the AIOS adjusts each year; the maximum value for the 2019-20 school year 
will be determined in Spring 2019.  For reference, the 2018-19 maximum was $4,383. 
Students who are first-time recipients of AIOS in the 2019-20 school year can receive the 
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Renewing the Scholarship 
Only students who received the scholarship for the first time in 2019-20, and students who are 
first-time recipients in 2019-20 can renew their award for up to eight full-time semesters or 16 
part-time semesters if the following criteria are met: 
• Must be continuously enrolled in college and continuously receiving a scholarship 
disbursement in each semester/term 
• Have an eligible Expected Family Contribution (EFC) throughout the entire school year 
• File a FAFSA by March 1 prior to each academic year 
Important Dates 
March 1: Both the FAFSA and Iowa Financial Aid Application must be submitted by this date. 
In order to complete your All Iowa Opportunity Scholarship application, you will need to 
complete the Iowa Financial Aid Application (IFAA) and the FAFSA.   You can complete the 
IFAA at:  
https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/content/all-iowa-opportunity-scholarship 
Once on the site, click on the icon that resembles the one below:  
• Iowa Financial Aid Application 
 
Step 1. Select the academic year: 2018-2019 
• Then select the first option:  I am/will be an undergraduate/graduate college 
student seeking scholarships and grants 
 Step 2. Select: High School Diploma 
• Type in: 05/2019    (Your graduation ceremony is May 27, 2019!) 
• Then you will be promoted to search for your high school.  Type in your high 
school. When you see Marshalltown High School appear, click it.  It will show 
which school you chose under the graduation date as “Selected High School: 
MARSHALLTOWN HIGH SCHOOL” 
• Put in your birthdate and then choose up to 3 schools you plan to apply to or 
have applied to (you have to put in at least 1).  You will be prompted to answer 
other questions before you go to the next page  
Step 3. You will see a chart indicating which state scholarships you may be eligible to 
receive.  
• You must then click APPL NOW! to be taken to the application.  
o You must know your social security number.  This is important because it will 
help match your Iowa Financial Aid Application to your FAFSA.   
o Make sure that you see a confirmation page and that you receive a 
confirmation email (use your non-school email address) in case you need to 
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Choosing a Recommender 
During this time there may be several instances when you need a letter of recommendation.  
Most likely this will be when you are applying to colleges or for scholarships; these are letters 
that will detail how qualified and deserving you are for the opportunity at hand.  
When selecting recommenders, choose people who have known you for a while and who 
are able to speak positively about your character and/or work relevant to the situation you 
want to highlight.  For instance, if you are applying for a design program, you would 
probably want your art/design teacher to write a letter of recommendation because he/she 
would be able to speak to your skills and abilities.  Most letters of recommendations for 
scholarships want to know your future goals and why you feel you deserve the scholarship.  
Asking a Recommender to Write Your Letter of Recommendation 
Many times the counselor/teacher you want to ask may have several other students who 
have also asked them to write a letter of recommendation at one time.  As a courtesy for 
their time, please be organized when you ask by providing the following: 
• Two-weeks advance notice of the deadline.  Often times, recommendations 
are written during personal time, so allow the recommender to find time that fits 
into their schedule.  Remember, "Lack of preparation on your part does not 
constitute an emergency on their part"- meaning they shouldn't have to 
rearrange their priorities because you didn't plan properly. 
 
• A copy of the scholarship application description.  They need to know what 
scholarship you are applying for and what the scholarship requirements are so 
that they can effectively write a recommendation to show that you meet the 
qualifications.  This will also provide them with submission instructions. 
 
• A copy of your most recent resume. This will give them an idea of everything you 
have done, and they can mention those activities and accomplishments in their 
letter. 
 
• A copy of your essay if the scholarship requires one. This will give the 
recommender more insight into why you want/believe you qualify for the 
scholarship, in turn helping them to write a better letter of recommendation for 
you.  
Insider knowledge!… You can ask the same recommender to write several different 
recommendations for you.  Just like scholarship essays, once the recommender writes a 
recommendation for you, they can make little changes and use it again making it easier to 
write the second time and so on.   
Don't forget to write a Thank You note! Do this for several reasons: 
1. To express your appreciation and acknowledge that they used their time to do 
something nice for you and you. 
 2. They will be more likely to write one for you again. 
3. You can let them know if you got the scholarship.  Keep them updated, especially if 
you received the scholarship because they helped you to get it; in other words, they 
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Below try to come up with 4 individuals who you would consider asking to write a letter of 
recommendation for you and gather their information.  Usually scholarships may ask for 1 or 2 
recommendations, but you will want to have a couple as back up in case someone of the 
others isn't available.  
Recommender #1 
Name  
Relationship to You  
Job Title  
Place of Employment  
Address  
Email  
Phone   
Recommender #2 
Name  
Relationship to You  
Job Title  
Place of Employment  
Address  
Email  
Phone   
Recommender #3 
Name  
Relationship to You  
Job Title  
Place of Employment  
Address  
Email  
Phone   
Recommender #4 
Name  
Relationship to You  
Job Title  
Place of Employment  
Address  
Email  
Phone   
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Appendix E 
The Cost of Attendance is based on an estimation and not your exact situation/college 
choices.  Each institution has a different price tag.  Let’s examine your award letter more 
closely and consider your options.  Start thinking of ways that you can cut the costs of 
attendance?   
 
Go category by category; fill in this chart as the information comes available to you. 
Category Estimated Costs Actual Costs 
Tuition and Fees 
  
Room and Board 
  




Total:    





Direct Costs: Tuition and Fees, Room and Board 
The school you chose to attend will make sure these expenses are paid before you receive 
money (borrowed or free) in your bank account to purchase the variable indirect costs.   
*Indirect Costs: Books and Supplies, Personal Expenses  
These are variable expenses because they will be different for each student based on many 
things such as major and purchasing your books.  Personal expenses are things like hygiene 










Remember! Just because you are offered the total amount of the Cost of 
Attendance does not mean that you have to take out that amount or make 
up the difference in loans.  Make a budget to see how much you actually 
need.  You can get the amounts of loans lowered if you don’t need to take 
out the entire amount.  
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Prioritize Your Aid 
Priority 1: Free Aid Scholarships and Grants  
 How much institutional free aid are you receiving?  Pell Grant? Outside scholarships (scholarships 
that come from somewhere else other than your school)?  
Priority 2: Family Contribution 
 When you completed your FAFSA, there were two important numbers provided to you.  These were 
the estimated amount of Pell Grant (free money) and also your EFC- Expect Family Contribution.   
• Parents or other family members: Are your family members able to help you pay for school?      
• Your contribution: Do you have money saved up?  Summer job?  Do you plan to work during 
the school year?  Graduation money?  Estimate how much you can afford to work while 
maintaining your class schedule and grades.   
• Payment Plans: Most schools offer monthly payment plans.  Start looking into this now.  Most 
plans will allow you to start paying before classes start.  Usually they are on 12-month or 9-
month plan that will break the expense down into smaller, more reasonable payments.  
Priority 3: Work-study/Job 
How much do you plan to work?  You may be eligible for work-study, but you have to work to earn 
that money, it isn’t just given to you.  It may be difficult and stressful for a student to work a lot of hours 
during their freshman year because they are getting used to their college schedule and studying, making 
new friends, and living in a new place.  Sometimes working too many hours can do more harm than 
good.  Try working 10 hours or less during the week for the first year.  Once you get a hang of working and 
balancing everything, you can always increase your hours.  
Priority 4: Loans 
 Remember that subsidized loans are better than unsubsidized loans.  Be cautious of private loans 
and understand the cosigner options thoroughly (if you need to have one).   










Family Contribution   
Your Contribution   
Payment Plan   
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Ways to Cut Costs 
Meal plan 
Look at the meal plan options; it is likely that you will not need the highest meal plan offered.  There 
will be times when you want to go home to eat, go out to eat with friends, skip meals or eat in your room.  
Look over the options to see if you can reduce cost by getting a meal plan that offers fewer meals per 
week. 
 
Books and Supplies 
 There are many options for obtaining textbooks and required reading material.  Avoid buying a 
brand new copy of a textbook if you can.  If you scour the shelves in the bookstore, you will see the 
difference in pricing of a new textbook versus a used one.  Explore Amazon and other sites that sell used 
textbooks.  Renting is an option at most campuses.  You may be able to download your books to have as 
an electronic copy as well (not suggested if you like to have a physical book).  You may even be able to 
borrow them from someone who has taken the class before.   
 
Housing 
 There are several options to explore to bring down the costs of housing.  Consider these:  
 
• Live at home:  Living at home can save big bucks.  Have the conversation with your parents if 
this is an option for you.  Since you will be an adult, they may want you to help pay some of the 
bills.  Also, you may want to discuss house rules: Are you able to come and go as you please or 
have guests over?  At this stage, you and your parents are now almost like roommates, and you 
will need to have an open dialogue about their expectations of you.   
 
• Live on-campus: If living at home with your parents isn’t an option, you’re likely to live in the 
residence halls on-campus. Staying in a new dorm with all of the amenities may be the most 
comfortable but having more luxury will cost you.  Look into cheaper housing  
options on campus.  
o Become a CA! Get to know your Community Advisor to see how they became a CA 
and what you can do to become one.  One way to position yourself for that role is to 
become an active member on your floor and in your hall.  At many schools, 
becoming a CA will cover the costs of your room and board; there may also be a 
stipend attached as well.  
 
• Live off-campus:  After your freshman year, you may want to explore living off-campus if it is 
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Where Can You Save? 
College students are supposed to be broke and society understands that.  Don’t try to live a 
lifestyle of luxury as a student; you will have to pay for it later.  You don’t need to have the 
latest fashions or the newest pair of Beats Headphones.  This is the time to be real with 
yourself.  Where can you cut expenses?  Can you afford to drink Starbucks every day?  Can 
you afford to get your nails done?  Where are the areas you can cut expenses?   
List several ideas to save money here:  
Specific idea to save money How much money (be specific)  
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Appendix F 
What's a financial aid award letter? 
 
• The document you receive from a college that explains the terms of the financial aid 
that the college is offering you.  The information includes the types and amounts of 
financial aid offered, what you’re expected to do to keep the award, and a deadline 
for accepting the award. 
• Schools have different names for these letters: financial aid offer, merit letter, award 
letter, or financial aid package.  Plus, there’s no standard format, so they can look 
different from one another.  This can make comparing them a little difficult, but we 
can help you with that. 
 
What’s in a financial aid award letter? 
 
Financial aid award letters usually contains confusing terminology: 
 
• Cost of attendance (COA) is the total amount of college expenses before financial 
aid. Cost of attendance includes money spent on tuition and fees, room and board, 
books and supplies, and living expenses. 
• Expected Family Contribution (EFC) is a measure of your family’s financial strength. 
States and colleges use this number to help determine your financial aid award. The 
EFC is calculated using information you supply about your family’s financial 
circumstances.  
• College/Federal grants is a form of financial aid that does not have to be repaid 
(FREE).  Usually needs-based and awarded by the school through the Federal 
Government. 
o Examples: 
▪ Pell Grant 
▪ Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant (SEOG) 
• College scholarships are a form of financial assistance that does not have to repaid 
(FREE).  These can be need-, merit-, or interest-based and are awarded by a school, 
company, or private organization. 
• Federal work-study is a program, implemented by the school, where you work part-
time to earn your financial aid.  Be careful, this can be paid directly to you and will 
need to be reissued to the college financial aid office. 
• Federal student loans let you borrow money directly from the federal government; you 
pay this financial aid back with interest.  A financial aid award letter may also list the 
amount you can borrow with a credit-based loan (like a federal Direct PLUS Loan or a 
private student loan). 
• Grace Period is a temporary period after graduation during which no payments are 
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For undergraduate students who have financial need. 
 
For loans first disbursed on or after July 1, 2018, and 
before July 1, 2019; interest rate is 5.045%  
 
Repayment begins six months after graduation or 
changing to less than half time.  Interest does not 













For undergraduate, graduate, and professional 
degree students; financial need is not required. 
 
For loans first disbursed on or after July 1, 2018, and 
before July 1, 2019, at 5.045% interest rate for loans 
made to undergraduate students and 6% interest rate 
for loans made to graduate and professional degree 
students. 
 
Repayment begins six months after graduation or 










Direct PLUS Loan For parents of dependent undergraduate students 
who are borrowing money to pay for their child’s 
education and for graduate or professional degree 
students; financial need is not required. 
 
For loans first disbursed on or after July 1, 2018, and 




less other aid 
received. 
 
When will you get financial aid award letters? 
 
Most schools send out financial aid award letters around February and March.   
 
Keep in mind your award letter covers one year only, so you will get a new award letter 
every year. And that means you’ll need to fill out the FAFSA and apply for financial aid 
annually while you’re in school. 
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Directions: Evaluate the two different award letters to determine how much you need to 
take out in student loan debit, if any. 
 
Office of Financial Assistance 
Northern New Mexico College 
 
Sample Award Letter 
 
John Doe        Estimated College Cost  17734 
PO Box 00        Family Contribution  0 
Espanola, NM 87532      Other Aid    0 
         Financial Need   17734 
         Unmet Need   4142 
 
We are pleased to offer you the following financial aid awards for the academic year to 
attend Northern.  Awards are based on expected class levels, residency, enrollment, 
housing, and satisfactory academic progress. 
 
Type of Aid Fall Spring Total Amount Accepted 
Amount 
Federal Pell 2,775 2,775 5,550  
Federal SEOG 400 400 800  
Federal Work 3,221 3,221 6,442  
College Grant 400 400 800  
Total Amounts 6,796 6,796 13,592  
 
Now, calculate any unmet need. 
 
Cost of Attendance 
Tuition & Fees $ 
+ Room & Board $ 
= Total Cost $ 
Financial Aid 
Grants $ 
+ Scholarships $ 
+ Work Study $ 
= Total Resources $ 
Total Cost $ 
- Total Resources $ 
= Unmet Expenses $ 
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Lakeside Campus University 
6278 Any Way 
Lakeside, WA 01234 
 
Dear Sara Student, 
Congratulations on your admission to Lakeside Campus University!  
 
Cost of Attendance (COA)  Expected Family Contribution (EFC)  
Tuition and fees: $26,000 Student resources: $1,000 
Room and board: $9,000 Parent resources: $3,500 
Books and supplies: $1,000     
Transportation:  $850     
Personal/miscellaneous:  $1,400     
TOTAL COA: $38,250 TOTAL EFC: $4,500 
  Fall Spring Total 
Federal Pell Grant $588 $588 $1,176 
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant  1,000 1,000 2,000 
State Grant  1,000 1,000 2,000 
Lakeside Campus University Award  6,000 6,000 12,000 
Federal Work-Study  1,000 1,000 2,000 
Federal Perkins Loan  2,000 2,000 4,000 
Federal Direct Subsidized Loan  1,750 1,750 3,500 
Federal Direct Unsubsidized Loan  1,000 1,000 2,000 
Parent PLUS Loan eligibility  2,412 2,412 4,824 
TOTAL AWARD: $38,250  
 
Cost of Attendance 
Tuition & Fees $ 
+ Room & Board $ 
= Total Cost $ 
Financial Aid 
Grants $ 
+ Scholarships $ 
+ Work Study $ 
= Total Resources $ 
Total Cost $ 
- Total Resources $ 
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What information did these award letters omit that would have made it easier to determine 






What will you do when you do when you get your award letter? 
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Now, it is time to calculate your award letter to determine if you need to take out any 
student loans. 
 
Fill in the chart below to properly calculate your college costs. 
 
Do not include books and supplies along with personal expenses because those you do not 
pay to the institution.  Those should be paid out of pocket; start saving this summer! 
 






+ (SEOG)  
Institutional Scholarships 
1.  
+ 2.  
+ 3.  
Outside Scholarships 
1.  
+ 2.  
+ 3.  
Additional Contribution 
Family Contribution  
+ Your Contribution  
+ Work study/job  
= Total Resources  
 




Tuition & Fees  
+ Room & Board  
= Total Costs  
 
Take your total costs and subtract it from your total resources to determine your unmet need. 
 
 Amount 
Total Costs  
- Total Resources  
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Now, take your unmet, if any, to determine if you need to take out any student loans. 
 
 Amount 
Unmet Expenses  
Student loans 
+ Direct Subsidized Loans  
+ Direct Unsubsidized 
Loans 
 
+ Direct Plus Loans  
+ *Private Student Loans  
= Total Student Loans  
Any Unmet Expenses  
 
*Sometimes, private student loans can offer lower interests rates.  There are a number of 
organizations that offer private student loans other than banks.  Private student loans can be 
barrowed through service organizations, churches, or businesses that you or your parents 
might be associated. 
 
Calculating Student Loan monthly payment 
 
Sadly, student loan debit is a norm among many adults.  It is okay to take out students loans 
and might be necessary.  Understanding your monthly payment after graduation is 
important to knowing how much student loan debit is adequate to help offset college costs. 
 
Total Student Loans  
 
There are numerous websites to help you calculate your monthly student loan payment.  
However, here are the two you will use for this activity: www.finaid.org and 
www.bankrate.com 
 




Loan Amount  
Interest Rate  
Loan Term  
Monthly Payment  
Cumulative Payment  
Interest Paid  
Last Payment Date  
 
*The average person with a Bachelor’s Degree makes $4,692 a month. 
**The average rent for a 1 bedroom apartment in Iowa is $800 a month. 
***The average cost of living in Iowa is $935 a month. 
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Student loan debit is manageable and can be paid off before your last payment date.  If 
you apply additional funds to your monthly payment to bring down your principal amount 
(the actual amount barrowed not interest), you will be able to pay off your student loans 
faster. 
 
Use www.bankrate.com to input loan amount, loan term in years (10 for Federal student 
loans), and interest rates (5.045% for Federal student loans).   Than, Add Extra Payments and 
click “Show Amortization Schedule” to see if additional payments speeds up your loan 
duration. 
 
Repayment Option 1 Repayment Option 2 Repayment Option 3 
Loan Amount      
Loan Term      
Interest Rate      




     
 


















*Bureau of Labor Statics. (2018, March 27). Unemployment rates and earnings by educational attainment. 
Retrieved from https://www.bls.gov/emp/chart-unemployment-earnings-education.htm 
**Jungle, R. (2018, June). Find Apartments in Your Area. Retrieved from https://www.rentjungle.com/average-
rent-in-des-moines-rent-trends/ 
***Simply, S. (2015, April 17). The Price We Pay to Live in Iowa (Infographic). Retrieved from 
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